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tions. In one embodiment of the invention a method employs "chain shuffling" in the production of sbp members of desired spe-

cificity for a counterpart sbp member. Selection procedures are also described.
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1

METHODS FOR PRODUCING MEMBERS OF
SPECIFIC BINDING PAIRS •

The present invention relates to methods for

producing members of specific binding pairs- The present

5 invention also relates to the biological binding
molecules produced by these methods-

Owing to their high specificity for a given

antigen, the advent of monoclonal antibodies (Kohler, G.

and Milstein C; 1975 Nature 256: 495) represented a

10 significant technical break-through with important
consequences both scientifically and commercially.

Monoclonal antibodies are traditionally made by
establishing an immortal mammalian cell line which is

derived from a single immxinoglobulin producing cell
15 secreting one form of a biologically functional antibody

molecule with a particular specificity- Because the
antibody-secreting mammalian cell line is immortal, the
characteristics of the antibody are reproducible from
batch to batch- The key properties of monoclonal

20 antibodies are their specificity for a particular antigen
and' the reproducibility with which they can be
manufactured

.

Structurally, the simplest antibody (IgG)

comprises four polypeptide chains, two heavy (H) chains
25 and two light (L) chains inter-connected by disulphide

bonds (see figure 1)* The light chains exist in two
distinct forms called kappa (K) and lambda (/). Each
chain has a constant region (C) and a variable
region (V)- Each chain is organized into a series of

30 domains. The light chains have two domains,
corresponding to the C region and the other to the V
region. The heavy chains have four domains, one
corresponding to the V region and three domains (1,2 and

3) in the C region. The antibody has two arms (each arm

35 being a Fab region), each of which has a VL and a VH
region associated with each other. It is this pair of V
regions (VL and VH) that differ from one antibody to

another (owing to amino acid sequence variations), and

which together are responsible for recognising the
40 antigen and providing an antigen binding site (ABS). In

even more detail, each V region is made up from three
complementarity determining regions (CDR) separated by
four framework regions (FR). The CDR's are the most
variable part of the variable regions, and they perform

45 the critical antigen binding function. The CDR regions
are derived from many potential germ line sequences via a

complex process involving recombination, mutation and
selection.

It has been shown that the function of binding
50 antigens can be performed by fragments of a whole

antibody. Example binding fragments are (i) the Fab
fragment consisting of the VL, VH, CL and CHl domains;
(ii) the Fd fragment consisting of the VH and CHI

domains; (iii) the Fv fragment consisting of the VL and
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having a specificity against a particular epitope, an
animal is immunised with an immunogen expressing that
epitope. The animal will then mount an immune response
against the immunogen and there will be a proliferation

5 of lymphocytes which have specificity against the
epitope. Owing to this proliferation of lymphocytes with
the desired specificity, it becomes easier to detect them

in the sampling procedure. However, this approach is not
successful in all cases, as a suitable Immunogen may not

10 be available* Furthermore, where one wants to produce
human monoclonal antibodies (eg for therapeutic
administration as previously discussed), such an approach
is not practically, or ethically, feasible.

In the last few years, these problems have in

15 part, been addressed by the application of recombinant
DNA methods to the isolation and production of e.g.
antibodies and fragments of antibodies with antigen
binding ability, in bacteria such as E.coli .

This simple substitution of immortalised cells
20 with bacterial cells as the 'factory', considerably

simplifies procedures for preparing large amounts of
binding molecules. Furthermore, a recombinant production
system allows scope for producing tailor-made antibodies
and fragments thereof. For example, it is possible to

25 produce chimaeric molecules with new combinations of
binding and effector functions, humanised antibodies
(e.g. murine' variable regions combined with human
constant domains or murine-antibody CDRs grafted onto a

human FR) and novel antigen-binding molecules.
30 Furthermore, the use of polymerase chain reaction (PGR)

amplification (Saiki, R.K., et al.. Science 239, 487-491

(1988)) to isolate antibody producing sequences from
cells (e.g. hybridomas and B cells) has great potential
for speeding up the tiraescale under which specificities

35 can be isolated. Amplified VH and VL genes are cloned
directly into vectors for expression in bacteria or
mammalian cells (Orlandi, R., et al., 1989, Proc. Natl.
Acad. Sci., USA 86/ 3833-3837; Ward, E.S., et al., 1989

supra; Larrick, J.W., et al., 1989, Biochem. Biophys.
40 Res. Commun. 160, 1250-1255; Sastry, L. et al., 1989,

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci., USA., 86/ 5728-5732). Soluble
antibody fragments secreted from bacteria are then
screened for binding activities.

However, like the production system based upon
45 immortalised cells, the recombinant production system

still suffers from the selection problems previously
discussed and therefore relies on animal immunization to

- increase the proportion of cells with desired
specificity. Furthermore, some of these techniques can

50 exacerbate the screening problems. For example, large
separate H and L chain libraries have been produced from
immunized mice and combined together in a random
combinatorial maimer prior to screening (Huse, W.D. et

al., 1989, Science 246/ 1275-1281, W090/14443; WO90/14424
55 and'w090/14430) • Crucially however, the information held

within each cell, namely the original pairing of one L
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20

chain with one H chain, is lost. This loses some, o£ the

ad^i^tSe gaiSed by using immunization protocols in the

Currently: only libraries derived frem sxngle VH

Smains (dAbs; Ward, E.S., et al., 1989, ^"Pff : >^^°
suffer this drawback. However, because not all a^^^ibody

^ domains are capable of binding fn^iST^n more have to

be screened. In addition, the problem of directly

s«IS!S^any different specificities in prokaryotes

remains^to^be^olved.
^ ^^^^ ^ screening system which

ameliorates or overcomes one or more of Jhe above or

other problems. The ideal system would allow the

sapling of very large numbers of specxficxties (eg 10

and higher), rapid sorting at each clonii^ round, and

Spid ?ransfer of the genetic material coding for the

biSding molecule from one stage of the production

orocess, to the next stage.
^

The most attractive candidates for this type of

screening, would be prokaryotic organisms (because they

^wluiSkly, are relatively simple to manipulate and

ScauiTlari; numbers of clones can be created) which

iSress and^display at their surface a functional bind^g

Sain eg. an antibody, receptor, enzyme etc. In the UK

natent GB 2137631B methods for the co-expression in a

25 sinole host cell of the variable H and L chaxn genes of

liSSoglobulins were disclosed. However the protein was

expressed intracellularly and was insoluble. Further,

th^ protein required extensive processing to generate

antibody fragments with binding activity anj^*^^

30 Sneratid material with only a fraction of the binding

activity expected for antibody fragments this

coSentration. It has already been shown that antibody

S^nS can be secreted through bacterial membranes

with the appropriate signal peptide (Skerra, A. and

35 SJckSSn, A. 1988 Science 240 1038-1040; Better M et al

1988 Science 240 1041-1043) with a consequent increase

in the binding activity of antibody fragments. These

methods require screening of individual clones

binding activity in the same way as do mouse monoclonal

40 ^*^^|®^^g not been shown however, how a functional

binding domain eg an antibody, antibody fragment,

recSSor, enzyme etc can be held on the bacterial surface

in a configuration which allows sampling of say its

45 antioen binding properties and selection for clones with

SSSle proplrties. In large part, this is because the

bacterial surface is a complex structure, and in the

gram-negative organisms there is an outer wall which

further complicates the position. Further, it has not

50 bS SoSn «iat eg an antibody domain will fold correctly

when expressed as a fusion with a surface protein of

bacteria or bacteriophage. ^„i=4.«h
Bacteriophage are attractive prokaryote related

organisms for this type of screening. In general, their

55 surface is a relatively simple structure, they can be

grown easily in large numbers, they are amenable to the
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practical handling involved in many potential mass

screening programmes, and they carry genetic information

for their own synthesis within a small, simple package.

The difficulty has been to practically solve the problem

5 of how to use bacteriophages in this manner. A Genex

Corporation patent application number WO88/06630 has

proposed that the bacteriophage lambda would be a

suitable vehicle for the expression of antibody

molecules, but they do not provide a teaching which

10 enables the general idea to be carried out. For example

WO88/06630 does not demonstrate that any sequences: (a)

have been expressed as a fusion with gene V; (b) have

been expressed on the surface of lambda; and (c) have

been expressed so that the protein retains biological

15 activity. Furthermore there is no teaching on how to

screen for suitable fusions. Also, since the lambda

virions are assembled within the cell, the fusion protein

would be expressed intracellularly and would be predicted

to be inactive. Bass et al., in December 1990 describe

20 deleting part of gene III of the filamentous
bacteriophage M13 and inserting the coding sequence for

human growth hormone (hGH) into the N-terminal site of

the gene. The growth hormone displayed by M13 was shown

to be functional. (Bass, S., et al. Proteins,

25 Structure, Function and Genetics (1990) £: 309-314). A
functional copy of gene III was always present in

addition, when this fusion was expressed. A Protein

Engineering Corporation patent application W090/02809
proposes the insertion of the coding sequence for bovine

30 pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) into gene VIII of

M13. However, the proposal was not shown to be

operative. For example, there is no demonstration of the

expression of BPTI sequences as fusions with protein VIII

and display on the surface of M13, Furthermore this

35 document teaches that when a fusion is made with gene

III^ it is necessary to use a second synthetic copy of

gene III, so that some unaltered gene III protein will be

present. The embodiments of . the present application do

not do this. In embodiments where phagemid is rescued

40 with M13K07 gene III deletion phage, there is no

unaltered gene III present.
WO90/02809 also teaches that phagemids that do not

contain the full genome of M13 and require rescue by

coinfection with helper phage are not suitable for these

45 purposes because coinfection could lead to recombination.

In all embodiments where the present applicants

have used phagemids, they have used a helper phage and

the only sequences derived from filamentous bacteriophage

in the phagemids are the origin of replication and gene

50 III sequences.
WO90/02809 also teaches that their process needed

information such as nucleotide sequence of the starting

molecule and its three-dimensioned structure. The use of

a pre-existing repertoire of binding molecules to select

55 for a binding member, such as is disclosed herein, for

example using an immunoglobulin gene repertoire of
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animals, was not disclosed. Further, they do not discuss

?aJSur!Ag variegation of their binding molecules xn

natural blocks of variation such as CDRs of

immunoglobulins, in order to favour °! . . „^
5 improvSd molecules and prevent unfavoiurable variations.

WO90/02809 also specifically excluded the application of

their process to the production of scFv
^^f^'^^'.^^^^Q

in each of the above discussed patents (W088/06630

and WO90/02809), the protein proposed for display is a

10 SSgle polypeptide chain. There is no disclosure of a

Lthod for'^ShS display of a dimeric ««olecule by

expression of one monomer as a fusion with a capsid

nr-o-fcftln and the other protein in a free form.
^ Aether d?sclosGre published in May 1991 describes

15 the insertion into gene VIII of M13 the coding sequences

for one of the two chains of the Fab portion of an

antibody with co-expression of the other from a Pl^smid.

The two chains were demonstrated as being expressed as a

fSScSonal Fab fragment on the surface of ^he Phage ( Kang

20 AS et al. (1991) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci, USA, fig. p43&d-

4366)! NO disclosure was made of the site of insertion

Sto gene VIII and the assay for pAb binding activi^ by

ELISA used a reagent specific for antibody L chain rather

1^ for phage. A further disclosure P^i^^^^J^^^^g^^
25 1991 describes the insertion of a fragment of the AIDS

virus protein gag into the N-terminal portion of gene III

of the bacteriophage fd. The expression of the gag
.

protein fragment was detected by immunological methods,

but it was not shown whether or not the P"'*®^"^ .

30 expressed in a functional form (Tsunetsugu-Yokota Y et

al fl991) Gene 99 p261-265). _ .

The p?oblSr bf how to use bacteriophages in this

way is in fact a difficult one. The PfP^ei" ^® , .

inserted into the phage in such a way that the integrity

35 of the phage coat is not undermined, and the protein

?tself should be functional retaining its biological

activity with respect to antigen binding. Thus, where

tS protein of choice is an antibody, it should fold

efficiently and correctly and be presented for antigen

40 binding. Solving the problem for ^^tibody molecules and

fragments would also provide a general »^thod for any

biomolecule which is a member of a specific binding pair

e.a. receptor molecules and enzymes.

Surprisingly, the applicants have been able to

45 construct a bacteriophage that expresses and displays at

its surface a large biologically functional binding

molecule (eg antibody fragments, and enzymes and

Receptors) and which remains intact and infectious. This

is described in WO 92/01047, the disclosure of which is

50 iSreS incorporated by reference. Readers of the present

d^SSSni Le urged to consult WO 92/01047 for detailed

explanation of many of the procedures used m the

SeSments described herein. The applicants have called

the structure which comprises a virus particle and a

55 binding molecule displayed at the ^iral surface a

•package'. Where the binding molecule is an antibody, an
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antibody derivative or fragment, or a domain that is
homologous to an immunoglobulin domain, the applicants
call the package a 'phage antibody' (pAb). However,
except where the context demands otherwise^ where the

5 term phage antibody is used generally, it should also be
interpreted as referring to any package comprising a

virus particle and a biologically functional binding
molecule displayed at the viral surface.

pAbs have a range of applications in selecting
10 antibody genes encoding antigen binding activities. For

example, pAbs could be used for the cloning and rescue of
hybridomas (Orlandi, R., et al (1989) PNAS 86 p3833-
3837), and in the screening of large combinatorial
libraries (such as found in Huse, W.D. et al., 1989,

15 Science 246 . 1275-1281). In particular, rounds of
selection using pAbs may help in rescuing the higher
affinity antibodies from the latter libraries. It may be
preferable to screen small libraries derived from
antigen-selected cells (Casali, et al., (1986)

20 Science 234 p476-479) to rescue the original VH/VL pairs
comprising the Fv region of an antibody. The use of pAbs
may also allow the construction of entirely synthetic
antibodies. Furthermore, antibodies may be made which
have some synthetic sequences e.g. CDRs, and some

25 naturally derived sequences. For example, V-gene
repertoires could be made in vitro by combining un-
rearranged V genes, with D and J segments. Libraries of
pAbs could then be selected by binding to antigen,
hypermutated in vitro in the antigen-binding loops or V

30 domain framework regions, and subjected to further rounds
of selection and mutagenesis.

As previously discussed, separate H and L chain
libraries lose the original pairing between the chains.
It is idifficult to make and screen a large enough library

35 for a particularly advantageous combination of H and L
chains.

For example, in a mouse there are approximately 10^

possible H chains and 10^ possible L chains. Therefore,
there are 10^* possible combinations of H and L chains,

40 and to test for anything like this number of combinations
one would have to create and screen a library of about
10" clones.

The present invention provides approaches which
ameliorate this problem.

45 In one approach as large a library as is
practically possible is created which expresses as many
of the 10" potential combinations as possible. However,
by virtue of the expression of the H and L chains on the
surface of the phage, it is reasonably practicable to

50 select the desired combination, from all the generated
combinations by affinity techniques (see later for
description of selection formats).

In an approach (called a poly combinatorial
approach by the present applicants), a large library is

55 created from two smaller libraries for selection of the
desired combination. The approach involves the creation
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of: (i) a first library of say 10' e.g. H chains which are

displayed on a bacteriophage (as a fusion wxth the

protein encoded by gene III) which is resistant to e.g.

?e?racycline; and (ii) a second library of say 10 e.g. L

5 chains in which the coding sequences for «»ese light

chains are within a plasniid vector and are e|^ressed in

S^e periplasmic space of a host bacterium. The first

librLy is then used to infect the bacteria contaim.ng

the sSond library to provide 10" combinations of H and L

10 chains on the surface of the resulting phage in the

bacterial supernatant.
.

The advantage of this approach is that two

separate libraries of eg 10' are P^^^^^i^,/^ 1^ .
produce 10" combinations. Creating a 10' library is a

15 practical possibility.
,

The 10" combinations are then subjected to

selection (see later for description of selection

fOTmats) as disclosed by the present application. This

selection will then produce a population Pf^^es

20 displaying a particular combination of H and ^ chains

having the desired specificity. The phages selected

however will only contain DNA encoding one partner of

Sr^rerH and L chains. The sample eluate containing

the population is then divided into two portions. A

25 first portion is grown on e.g. tetracycline plates to

select those bacteriophage containing DNA encoding H

chains which are involved in the desired antigen binding.

A second portion is grown on e.g. ampicillm plates to

select those bacteriophage containing phagemid DNA

30 encoding L chains which are involved in desired

Stigen binding. A set of colonies from "^^^ff^ally
isolated clones e.g. from the tetracycline plates are

then used to infect specific colonies e.g. from the

ampicillin plates. This results in bacteriophage

35 Stressing Specific combinations of H and L chains which

can then be assayed for antigen binding.

in another approach (called a hierarchical dual

combinational approach or chain shuffling by the present

applicants), an individual colony from either the H pr L

40 Shiin clone selected by growth on the antibiotic plates,

is used to infect a complete library of clones encoding

the other chain (H or L). Selection is as described

above. This favours isolation of the most favourable

combination. , ^ mw«,
45 Phagemids have been mentioned above. The

applicants have realised and demonstrated that in many

cases phagemids will be preferred to phage for cloning

antibodies because it is easier to use them to generate

more comprehensive libraries of the immune repertoire.

50 This is because the phagemid DNA is approximately 100

times more efficient than bacteriophage ^NA in

transforming bacteria (see example 19 of WO 92/01047);

SIS the uSe of phagemids gives the ability to vary the

number of gene III binding molecule fusion proteins

55 displayed on the surface of the bacteriophage (see

example 17 of WO 92/01047). For example, m a system
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comprising a bacterial cell containing a phagemid
encoding a gene III fusion protein and infected with a

helper phage, induction of expression of the gene III

fusion protein to different extents, will determine the

5 number of gene III fusion proteins present in the space
defined between the inner and outer bacterial membranes
following superinfection. This will determine the ratio

of gene III fusion protein to native gene III protein

displayed by the assembled phage*

10 Expressing a single fusion protein per virion may
aid selection of antibody specificities on the basis of
affinity by avoiding the 'avidity' effect where a phage
expressing two copies of a low affinity antibody would
have the same apparent affinity as a phage expressing one

15 copy of a higher affinity antibody. In some cases

however, it will be important to display all the gene III

molecules derived by superinfection of cells containing
phagemids to have fusions (e-g- for selecting low
affinity binding molecules or improving sensitivity on

20 ELISA). One way to do this is to superinfect with a

bacteriophage which contains a defective gene III. The
applicants have therefore developed and used a phage
which is deleted in gene III, described in WO 92/01047.

The demonstration that a functional antigen-
25 binding domain can be displayed on the surface of phage,

has implications beyond the construction of novel
antibodies. 'For example, if other protein domains can be
displayed at the siurface of a phage, phage vectors could
be used to clone and select genes by the binding

30 properties of the displayed protein. Furthermore,
variants of proteins, including epitope libraries built
into the surface of the protein, could be made and

readily selected for binding activities. In effect,
other protein architectures might serve as "nouvelle"

35 antibodies.
The technique provides the possibility of building

antibodies from first principles, taking advantage of the

structural framework on which the antigen binding loops
fold. In general, these loops have a limited number of

40 conformations which generate a variety of binding sites
by alternative loop combinations and by diverse side

chains. Recent successes in modelling antigen binding
sites augurs well for de novo design. In any case, a

high resolution structure of the antigen is needed.

45 However, the approach is attractive for making e.g.

catalytic antibodies, particularly for small substrates.

Here side chains or binding sites for prosthetic groups
might be introduced, not only to bind selectively to the
transition state of the substrate, but also to

50 participate directly in bond making and breaking. The

only question is whether the antibody architecture,
specialised for binding, is the best starting point for
building catalysts. Genuine enzyme architectures, such

as the triose phosphate isomerase (TIM) barrel, might be
55 more suitable. Like antibodies, TIM enzymes also have a

framework structure (a barrel of B-strands and a-helices)
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and loops to bind substrate. Many ^^H^'^lKf^,^
S?e;li?y of catalytic P^^P^-^jj^f^^|SJa?ed
architecture and the loops might be manipuiatea

SSSSdeStly on the frameworks for design of new

'S
15 iSSlisSrSd can be mimicked using this invention.
15

^^^""ll^^^^^^ of molecules that could be useful in

StSiSfrlL^S^^SSrbH^^^^^ t^e sS V
30 iScoS it S^i?i^efSy"?o^:^^^^^^^

Inl acLrdiSg to one or more of the formats described

below.
^^^31 the phage-receptor c°;^^^^S^"J®^„f

the basis of a rapid screening system for the binding of

SSaSS altered ligands, or P^^^f^i/jj^^ff^^S^^'
The advantages of this system namely of simple cloning,

SnvlSixt Lpression, standard reagents and easy

30 handling makes the drug screening applxcation

narticularly attractive. In the context of this

SsciSsS receptor means a molecule that binds a

SISIK or^oSp of specific, ligand(s). The natural

SiSSr could be expressed on the surface of a

35 ^pSSLn of cells7or it could be the fJ^^^^^J^g
d^ain of such a molecule (whether such a form ©xists

nS^?y or not), or a soluble P^gS^I cell
Stural binding function in the plasma, or within a cell

°^
"""^^other possibility, is the display of an enzyme

molecule or active site of_an^ enzyme^ molecule^on^he^^40

it can
on
If

moiecuxe or activo =.^^= — tV i-j -an ^i -^7 and
surface of a phage (see examples 11,12,30,31,32 ana

wo 92/01047). Once the phage enzyme is expressed, i

II selected by affinity ^omatography, for instance

45 SlSnfSrivltized with transition state analogues.

S^zvme with a different or modified specificity is

SsSIT i^ may be possible to mutate an enzyme displayed

af; lu^ion bactLiophage and then select on a column

Itrfvatised with an analogue selected J°haye a higher

50 affinity for an enzyme with the desired modified

specificig^
throughout this application, the

applicants discuss the possibility of screening for

higher affinity variants of pAbs, they recognise that in

55 some applications, for example low affinity

Somatography (Ohlson, S. et al Anal. Biochem. 169,

SUBSTITUTE SHEET
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p204-208 (1988)), it may be desirable to isolate lower

affinity variants.
pAbs also allow the selection of antibodies for

improved stability. It has been noted for many

5 antibodies, that yield and stability are improved when

the antibodies are expressed at 30 'C rather than 37 'C.

If pAbs are displayed at 37 "C, only those which are

stable will be available for affinity selection. When

antibodies are to be used in vivo for therapeutic or

10 diagnostic purposes, increased stability would extend the

half-life of antibodies in circulation.
Although stability is important for all antibodies

and antibody domains selected using phage, it is

particularly important for the selection of Fv fragments

15 which are formed by the non-covalent association of VH

and VL fragments. Fv fragments have a tendency to

dissociate and have a much reduced half-life in
circulation compared to whole antibodies. Fv fragments

are displayed on the surface of phage, by the association

20 of one chain expressed as a gene III protein fusion with

the complementary chain expressed as a soluble fragment.

If pairs of chains have a high tendency to dissociate,

they will be much less likely to be selected as pAbs.

Therefore, the population will be enriched for pairs

25 which do associate stably. Although dissociation is less

of a problem with Fab fragments, selection would also

occur for Fab fragments which associate stably. pAbs

allow selection for stability to protease attack, only

those pAbs that are not cleaved by proteases will be

30 capable of binding their ligand and therefore populations

of phage will be enriched for those displaying stable

antibody domains.
The technique of displaying binding molecules on

the phage surface can also be used as a primary cloning

35 system. For example, a cDNA library can be constructed

and inserted into the bacteriophage and this phage

library screened for the ability to bind a ligand. The

ligand/binding molecule combination could include any

pair of molecules with an ability to specifically bind to

40 one another e.g. receptor/ligand, enzyme/substrate (or

analogue), nucleic acid binding protein/nucleic acid etc.

If one member of the complementary pair is available,

this may be a preferred way of isolating a clone for the

other member of the pair.
45 It will often be necessary to increase the

diversity of a population of genes cloned for the display

of their proteins on phage or to mutate an individual

nucleotide sequence. Although in vitro or in vivo

mutagenesis techniques could be used for either purpose,

50 a particularly suitable method would be to use mutator

strains. A mutator strain is a strain which contains a

genetic defect which causes DNA replicated within it to

be mutated with respect to its parent DNA. Hence if a

population of genes as gene III fusions is introduced

55 into these strains it will be further diversified and can

then be transferred to a non-mutator strain, if desired.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET
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for display and selection.

^^^aet^aili^SfSvel set of applications makes use

of the binlfng protein on the phage to target the phage

=
ISSSLVpL^^JIcSc°?or TcSriu^LSfiSiecS: could

S^el'to bind to the target cell via ^^^^^lH^l,^
SolSSle. The phage could then be ^^S^r Is't^e
4.K«,irTH -thft action of the receptor itself or as xne

10 ofLxoSS event (e.g. an
^^^^^^t?^f«S as in the technique of electroporation). The phage

such as ^rr, ^xnressed if the relevant control

^^:L"?Sr 2S^c?i^on Sd iJanslation and possibly

SS?cItion^ SI^P?2S? This would be particularly

15 SlfirS ?he Ih^e genome contained a sequence whose
"

SSression was delirld in the target cell (along wxth the

Sropriate expression control sequences).
J

"seful

SSence might confer antibiotic resistance to the

~SS2t Sll or label the cell by the expression of xts

20 ^dScr(e g i? the sequence expressed a detectable gene

I^oS cell and the new sequence
fi^^f^^^^^^^gg ^

25 exoression of a tumour suppressing gene), or e»P^®ss an

SSSSsI construct designed to turn off a °^

SSs in the target cell, or a gene or gene product

desioned to be toxic to the target cell.
,-odesigneo^^o^^

the sequence whose expression xs

on ^^o^T-ofl in «S taroet cell can be encoded on a phagemxd.
^°

?S pSag^^ DNA^ay then be incorporated into a phage

displayiS^an antibody specific for a cell surface

receptor. For example, incorporation may be by

SuSSinfection of bkcteria containing the P^^agernxd wxth

« hSi2r Shade whose genome encodes the antibody fragment

speiSS fo?^?be target cell. The package is then used

i-n rii-pecrt the ohagemid to the target cell. , „ ^to dxrect^the^Pj;^
-targeted gene transfer" has a

number of uses in research and also in therapy and

40 SSSnL?ics. For example, gene ^^^^^P^ f^^l^^e ?hat
?araet the replacement gene to a specxfic cell type that

S delicilnrfn its activity. Targetting pAbs provide a

means of achieving this.
„a-ri-i nular

in diagnostics, phage specxfic for Pf^jcular

AS bacteria or groups of bacteria have been used to target

SlSS'geSsf e.g. luciferase, *° f^^^^f^^^pf
/sec for example, Ulitzer, S., and Kuhn, J.

,
EPA

85303913.9). If the host range of the phage xs

appropriate, only those bacteria that are bexng tested

..n Sill b4 infected by the phage, express the

Scifeiaie^ene S be detected by the light they emit.

iJSi sSlin has been used to detect the presence of

S^oneSr one major problem with this approach xs the

?ni??S isolation o^ a bacteriophage
-i^J.^^J^f^-f

hoc,*- ranae and then the cloning of a luciferase gene

SaSseSe^Jn^o that phage, such that it is functional.

r.f ff-ir^Ti-ri i-rC OUCCT
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The pAb system allows the luciferase cassette to be

cloned into a well characterised system (filamentous

phage) and allows simple selection of an appropriate host

range, by modifying the antibody (or other binding

5 molecule) specificity that the pAb encodes.

The present applicants have also been able to

develop novel selection systems and assay formats which

depend on the unique properties of these replicable

genetic display packages e.g. pAbs.

10 TERMINOLOGY ^ . ^. .

M^Ich of the terminology discussed xn this section

has been mentioned in the text where appropriate.

Snecific Binding Pair (sbp) ^ ^ .

This describes a pair of molecules (each being a

15 member of a specific binding pair) which are naturally

derived or synthetically produced. One of the pair of

molecules, has an area on its surface, or a cavity which

specifically binds to, and is therefore defined as

complementary with a particular spatial and polar

20 organisation of the other molecule, so that the pair have

the property of binding specifically to each other.

Examples of types of specific binding pairs are antigen-

antibody, biotin-avidln, hormone-hormone receptor,

receptor-ligand, enzyme-substrate, IgG-protem A.

25 Multimeric Member
This describes a first polypeptide which will

associate wi'th at least a second polypeptide, when the

Dolvpeptides are expressed in free form and/or on the

surface of a substrate. The substrate may be provided by

30 a bacteriophage. Where there are two associated

polypeptides, the associated polypeptide complex is a

dimer, where there are three, a trimer etc. The dimer,

trimer, multimer etc or the multimeric member may

comprise a member of a specific binding pair.

35 Example multimeric members are heavy domains based

on an immunoglobulin molecule, light domains based on an

immunoglobulin molecule, T-cell receptor subunits.

RenlleabJp*- Genetic Display Package (Radp)— This describes a biological particle which has

40 genetic information providing the particle with the

ability to replicate. The particle can display on its

surface at least part of a polypeptide. The polypeptide

can be encoded by genetic information native to the

particle and/or artificially placed into the particle or

45 an ancestor of it. The displayed polypeptide may be any

member of a specific binding pair eg. heavy or light

chain domains based on an Immunoglobulin molecule, an

enzyme or a receptor etc. ^ ^ ^ ^
The particle may be a virus eg. a bacteriophage

50 such as fd or M13.
Package ,

This describes a replicable genetic display

oackage in which the particle is displaying a member of a

specific binding pair at its surface. The package may be

55 a bacteriophage which displays an antigen binding domain

at its surface. This type of package has been called a

r>f 1 1-1 r^'^TT-i ?-rr- OUCCTT
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phage antibody (pAb).

^"^^''^^lis describes an i™unoglobulin

5 also covers any PT°^^" *"^i??.\?Sl^domaln. These

10 and the Fab, F(ab )2, scty, rv,

I""'""^;SS"2s£ggTtLlly Of polypeptides the

^° S^lSitriSe^SrS^lSSS' Except Where

25 siperfamily end homologs thereof.

BS=K!l=aa^^ indicates polypeptides ^^^^^^
or ooJ^ resldaee at » ^luSSJ" ter„

- SSfeSSS^io^^"^- ^SdrS^ences encoding

"^"^X SSSi^P^a- i^unoolohulln

isotypes.
functional _ member displayed on the

i?."c^°S^antary shp^ is^^^

iJSth yi, ^^PJ^,
-ch - net

45 Slth whiSh they may be contacted.

^ -a^';,mn«S

W

s or polypeptide

cnncTiTiiTP QHPPT
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92/01047). The word "population" itself may be used to

denote a plurality of e.g. polypeptide chains, which are

not genetically diverse i.e. they are all the same.

5 A domain is a part of a protein that is folded

within itself and independently of other parts of the

same protein and independently of a complementary bxndxng

member.
Folded Unit ^ ^ ,

.

10 This is a specific combination of an a-hela.x

and/or B-strand and/or B-turn structure. Domains and

folded units contain structures that bring together amino

acids that are not adjacent in the primary structure.

15 ^°Sis describes the state of a polypeptide which is

not displayed by a replicable genetic display package.

nnndltionally Defective
This describes a gene which does not express a

particular polypeptide under one set of conditions, but

20 expresses it under another set of conditions. An

example, is a gene containing an amber mutation expressed

in non-suppressing or suppressing hosts respectively.

Alternatively, a gene may express a protein which

is defective under one set of conditions, but not under

25 another set. An example is a gene with a temperature

sensitive mutation

-

Siinnressihle' Translat:ional StOD Codon— This describes a codon which allows the

translation of nucleotide sequences downstream of the

30 codon under one set of conditions, but under another set

of conditions translation ends at the codon. Example of

suppressible translational stop codons are the amber,

ochre eind opal codons.
Mutator Strain ^ ^ ^

35 This is a host cell which has a genetic defect

which causes DNA replicated within it to be mutated with

respect to its parent DNA. Example mutator strains are

NR9046mutD5 and NR9046 mut Tl (see Example 38).

Helner Phage
. ^ ^ n„

This is a phage which is used to infect cells

containing a defective phage genome and which functions

to complement the defect. The defective phage genome can

be a phagemid or a phage with some function encoding gene

seguences removed. Examples of helper phages are M13K07,

M13K07 gene III no. 3; and phage displaying or encoding

a binding molecule fused to a capsid protein.

This is a DNA molecule, capable of replication in

a host organism, into which a gene is inserted to

50 construct a recombinant DNA molecule.
Phage Vector

This is a vector derived by modification or a

phage genome, containing an origin of replication for a

bacteriophage, but not one for a plasmid.

55 Phaaemid Vector
This is a vector derived by modification of a

40

45

!-»» irsr>"r?-r» rrc OUCCT"
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plasmid genome, containing an origin
^J^JJP^jf

^

bacteriophage as well as the plasmxd origin of

replication.
SSSSt^

dasorlbes a rgflp or molecule that =s?°°ijtes

'
With the'^S^of a sbp lisplayea °j^^%^'i„Sef

in vivo rearrangement: of eg v, ^
t oHa-insS^and eg the V and J seflments

, cell

A collection of nucleotide eg DH*. sequences

LfDN» seiuences encoding VL domains by

35 combining^ S^U^^DN* ssquence. »ay be derived by

oligonucleotide synthesis.
^^"""^"

SiHri sSeSe of amino acids joined to the N-

termina^^d of a pSypeptide and which directs movement

of the polypeptide out of the cytosol.

^^^^
This is a solution used to breakdown the linkage

a sbp.

iLSh^J^^S^deSTtSn^ wfS?n% selected

is^rH^^oS|ii:t^^^

15

20

25

40

45

50
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source. Alternatively markers such as enzymes,

flouresceins etc may be linked to eg Fab, scFv

fragments. ^ ^ ^. _
According to one aspect of the inventxon, there is

5 provided a method of producing multimeric specific

binding pair (sbp) members, which method comprises

expressing from a vector in recombinant host organism

cells a population of a first polypeptide chain of a

specific binding pair member fused to a component of a

10 secreted replicable genetic display package (rgdp) which

thereby displays said polypeptide chains at the surface

of rgdps, and combining said population with a population

of a second polypeptide chain of said specific binding

pair member by causing or allowing first and second

15 polypeptide chains to come together to form a library of

said multimeric specific binding pair members displayed

by rgdps, said population of second polypeptide chains

not being expressed from the same vector as said

population of first polypeptide chains, at least one of

20 said populations being genetically diverse and expressed

from nucleic acid that is capable of being packaged usxng

said rgdp component, whereby the genetic material of each

said rgdp encodes a polypeptide chain of a said

genetically diverse population.
25 The first and second polypeptide chains may be expressed

in the same host organism cell, or not expressed in the

same host organism cells. In the latter case the

population of second polypeptide chains may comprise a

repertoire of polypeptides purified from a human or

30 animal source.
In a prefered method each saxd polypeptide chain

is expressed from nucleic acid which is capable of being

packaged as a rgdp using said component fusion product.

The method may comprise introducing vectors

35 capable of expressing a population of said first

polypeptide chains into host organisms which express a

population of said second polypeptide chains in free

form, or introducing vectors capable of expressing a

population of said second polypeptide chains in free form

40 into host organisms which express a population of said

first polypeptide chains.
On the other hand each said second polypeptide

chains may be each expressed as a fusion with a component

of a rgdp which thereby displays said second polypeptide

45 chains at the surface of rgdps. In other words, both

first and second chains may be displayed on rgdps by

fusion to, for example, a capsid problem. In a method

where soluble chains are combined with fusions of

polypeptide chains and rgdp component the following steps

50 may be included:
(a) forming an extracellular mixture of a

population of soluble second polypeptide chains and rgdps

displaying a population of first polypeptide chains; and

(b) causing or allowing first and second

55 polypeptide chains to come together to form the library

of said multimeric specific binding pair members.
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The extracellular mixture may be partially

denatured before being renatured to cause or allow said

first and second polypeptide chains to come together to

form said library. The population of second polypeptide

5 chains may comprise a repertoire of polypeptides purified

frc»n a human or animal source.
The populations of said polypeptide chaxns may be

derived from: ^ ,

(i) the repertoire of rearranged

10 immunoglobulin genes of an animal immunised with

conrolementary sbp member;
(ii) the repertoire of rearranged

Immunoglobulin genes of an animal not immunised with

comnlementary sbp member;
15 (iii) a repertoire of an artificially rearranged

immunoglobulin gene or genes;
, ^ , .

(iv) a repertoire of an immunoglobulxn

homolog gene or genes; or
a repertoire of sequences derived

20 from a germ-line immunoglobulin gene or genes;

7-^±) a repertoire of an immimoglobulm

gene or genes artificially mutated by the introduction of

one or more point mutations. ^ ^ , . . , . . v

(vii) a mixture of any of (i), (n),

25 (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi).
, a. >,

When a phage is used as rgdp it may be selected

from the class I phages fd, M13, fl, Ifl, Ike, ZJ/Z, Ff

and the class II phages Xf, Pfl and Pf3.

Following combination rgdps may be selected or

30 screened to provide an individual sbp member or a mixed

population of said sbp members associated in their

respective rgdps with nucleic acid encoding a polypeptide

chain thereof. The restricted population of at least one

type of polypeptide chain provided in this way may then

35 be used in a further dual combinational method m
Election of an individual, or a restricted population of

complementary chain.
^ ^ , ^

Nucleic acid taken from a restricted rgdp

population encoding said first polypeptide chains may be

40 introduced into a recombinant vector into which nucleic

acid from a genetically diverse repertoire of nucleic

acid encoding said second polypeptide chains is also

introduced, or the nucleic acid taken from a restricted

rodo population encoding said second polypeptide chains

45 may be introduced into a recombinant vector into which

nucleic acid from a genetically diverse repertoire of

nucleic acid encoding said first polypeptide chains is

also introduced. , , .

The recombinant vector may be produced by

intracellular recombination between two vectors and this

may be promoted by inclusion in the vectors of sequences

at which site-specific recombination will occur, such as

loxP sequences obtainable from coliphage PI. Site-

specific recombination may then be catalysed by Cre-

55 recombinase, also obtainable from coliphage PI.

The Cre-recombinase used may be expressible under
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the control of a regulatable promoter.
Production of a recombinant vector may be used to

produce nucleic acid encoding a single chain Fv region
derivative of an immunoglobulin resulting from

5 recombination between first and second vectors.
It may be desirable for the vector comprising

nucleic acid encoding the first polypeptide chain to be a
phage or phagemid while the vector comprising nucleic
acid encoding the second polypeptide chain being a

10 plasmid; or the vector comprising nucleic acid encoding
the first polypeptide chain to be a plasmid while the
vector comprising nucleic acid encoding the second
polypeptide chain is a phage or phagemid* Then^ the
intracellular recombination may take place in a bacterial

15 host which replicates plasmids preferentially over phages
or phagemids, or which replicates phages or phagemids
preferentially over plasmids. It may be advantageous to
use a system wherein the preferential replication of one
type of vector over the other is conditional.

20 This is discussed later with reference to PolA
strain of E.coli or of another grain-negative bacterium.

The invention envisages also a method of producing
multimeric specific binding pair (sl^) members^ which
method comprises

25 (i) causing or allowing intracellular
recombination between (a) first vectors comprising
nucleic acid encoding a population of a fusion of a first
polypeptide chain of a specific binding pair member and a
component of a secreted replicable genetic display

30 package (rgdp) and (b) second vectors comprising nucleic
acid encoding a population of a second polypeptide chain
of a specific binding pair member, at least one of said
populations being genetically diverse, the recombination
resulting in recombinant vectors each of which comprises

35 nucleic acid encoding a said polypeptide fusion and a
said second polypeptide chain and capable of being
packaged using said rgdp component; and

(ii) expressing said polypeptide fusions and
said second polypeptide chains, producing rgdps which

40 display at their surface said first and second
polypeptide chains and which each comprise nucleic acid
encoding a said first polypeptide chain and a said second
polypeptide chain.

This may be with or without a preliminary
45 selection or restriction of one of the populations of

second polypeptide chains by any other method according
to the invention.

An important aspect of the present invention
provides a method of producing one or a selected

50 population of multichain polypeptide members of a

specific binding pair (sbp members) specific for a
counterpart specific binding pair member of interest,
which method comprises the following steps:
(i) expressing from a vector in recombinant host

55 organism cells a genetically diverse population of a
first polypeptide chain of said multichain protein, fused
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to a component of a replicable genetic display Package

(rgdp) which thereby displays said polypeptide chains at

the surface of rgdps;
(ii) combining said population with a unique or

5 restricted population of second polypeptide chains of

said multichain sbp members, not being expressed from the

same vector as said population of first polypeptide

chains, said combining forming a library of said

multichain sbp members displayed by rgdps, said

10 genetically diverse population being expressed from

nucleic acid which is capable of being packaged

said rgdp component, whereby the genetic material of each

said rgdp encodes a said first polypeptide chain;

(iii) selecting by affinity with said counterpart sbp

15 member of interest multichain sbp members specific for

said counterpart sbp member associated in their

respective rgdps with nucleic acid encoding a said first

polypeptide chain thereof;

(iv) combining said first polypeptide chains of

20 multichain sbp members selected in step (iii) with a

genetically diverse population of second polypeptide

chains of multichain sbp members, the said second

polypeptide chains being fused to a component of a rgdp

ShiS thereby displays them at the surface °f ^^9^^'
25 said combining in this step (iv) forming a library of

multichain sbp members from which one or more multichain

sbp members specific for said counterpart sbp member are

selectable by affinity with- it.

These multichain sbp members may be antibodies, or

30 other members of the immunoglobulin family, or binding

fragments thereof, or any other multimeric sbp member.

See elsewhere in this text for other examples.

Advantages and benefits of such a method are

discussed elsewhere in this application. This technique

35 may be modified for "humanising" antibodies, oP^f-o^J^^y
^

in combination with CDR grafting and perhaps with the use

of chimaeric polypeptide chains. Useful chimaerics may

comnrise a variable domain derived from a non-human

animal antibody specific for the antigen of interest and

40 a human antibody domain, such as one comprising Cyl. a

genetically diverse population of chimaeric second

polypeptide chains may be used in step (ii) of the

method. Each of said population of second polypeptide

chains combined in step (iv) may be a human chain which

45 comprises an imposed complementarity determining region

(CDR) from a non-human animal antibody specific for said

antigen. If said first polypeptide chains are

immunoglobulin light chains and said second polypeptide

chains are immunoglobulin heavy chains. Then it may be

50 beneficial in a selection of a high specificity humanised

antibody for the imposed CDR to be CDR3.

The invention encompasses kits for use m carrying

out a method according to any aspect of the invention. A

kit may have the following components in additional to

55 ancillary components required for carrying out the

method:
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(i) a vector having the following features:

(a) an origin of replication for single-stranded

bacteriophage, (b) a restriction site for insertion of

nucleic acid encoding or a polypeptide component of an

5 sbp member, (c) said restriction site being in the 5| end

region of the mature coding sequence of a phage capsid

protein, and (d) with a secretory leader sequence

upstream of said site which directs a fusion of the

capsid protein and sbp polypeptide to the periplasmic

10 space of a bacterial host; and (ii) another vector,

having some or all of the features (a), (b), (c) and (d)

of the vector described in (i).
Another kit for use in carrying out a method

according to one aspect of the invention may have the

15 following components in addition to ancillary components

required for carrying out the method:

(i) a first vector having the following features:

(a) a restriction site for insertion of nucleic acid

encoding or a polypeptide component of an sbp member, (b)

20 said restriction site being in the 5' end region of the

mature coding sequence of a phage capsid protein, and (c)

with a secretory leader sequence upstream of said site

which directs a fusion of the capsid protein and sbp

polypeptide to the periplasmic space of a bacterial host;

25 and ^
(ii) a second vector having a restriction site for

insertion o£ nucleic acid encoding a second said

polypeptide chain, ,
,

(iii) at least one of the vectors having an origin of

30 replication for single-stranded bacteriophage, and
(iv) the vectors having sequences at which site-

specific recombination will occur.
In the above methods, the binding molecule may be

an antibody, or a domain that is homologous to an

35 immunoglobulin. The antibody or domain may be either

naturally derived or synthetic or a combination of both.

The domain may be a Fab, scFv, Fv dAb or Fd molecule.

Alternatively, the binding molecule may be an enzyme or

receptor or fragment, derivative or analogue of any such

40 enzyme or receptor. Alternatively, the binding molecule

may be a member of an immunoglobulin superfamily and

which has a structural form based on an immunoglobulin

molecule.
The present invention also provides rgdps as

45 defined above and members of specific binding pairs eg.

binding molecules such as antibodies, enzymes, receptors,

fragments and derivatives thereof, obtainable by use of

any of the above defined methods. The derivatives may

comprise members of the specific binding pairs fused to

50 another molecule such as an enzyme or a Fc tail.

The invention also includes kits for carrying out

the methods hereof. The kits will include the necessary

vectors. One such vector will typically have an origin

of replication for single stranded bacteriophage and

55 either contain the sbp member nucleic acid or have a

restriction site for its insertion in the 5' end region
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10

of the mature coding sequence of a phage capsid protexn,

and with a secretory leader coding sequence upstream of

said site which directs a fusion of the capsid protein

exogenous polypeptide to the periplasmic space.

The restriction sites in the vectors are

preferably those of enzymes which cut only rarely m
protein coding sequences.

The kit preferably includes a phagemxd vector

which may have the above characteristics or may
<r°''2tS'

or have I site for insertion, of sbp member nuclexc acxd

for expression of the encoded polypeptide xn free form.

The kits will also contain ancillary components

required for carrying out the method, the nature of such

components depending of course on the particular method

15 ^P-'-^y^^ggfyj^ ancillary components may comprise helper

phage, PCR primers, and buffers and enzymes of various

primers and associated reagents for use where

20 the sbp members are antibodies may have the following

oharact^istics^^^^
homology to the 5' end of the sense

or anti-sense strand of sequences encoding domains

of antibodies; and

25 (ii) primers including tag sequences 5' to these

homologous sequences which incorporate restriction

sites' to allow insertion into vectors; ^ogether

with sequences to allow assembly of amplified VH

and VL regions to enable expression as Fv, scFv or

30 Fab fragments. .

Also comprehended by the present invention is the

provision of an intermediate product of a dual

SStnational method, comprising a selected .
Part^jllj

selected mixed population of vectors or specific binding

35 pS?^Ss, sSch as antibodies, which can then be used

in a further method of combination and selection.

Buffers and enzymes are typically used to enable

preparation of nucleotide sequences encoding Fv, scFv or

Fab fragments derived from rearranged or unrearranged

40 immunoglobulin genes according to the strategies

described herein. ^ _
The applicants have chosen the filamentous F-

specific bacteriophages as an example
°^J^^^,^^°;^^

Dhaae which could provide a vehicle for the display of

45 b?SSng mSecSles I.g. antibodies and antibody fragments

and de?ivatives thereof, on their surface and facilitate

subsequent selection and manipulation.
^ w»„„

The F-specific phages (e.g. fl, fd and "13) have

evolved a method of propagation which does not kill the

50 host cell and they are used commonly as vehicles for

recombinant DNA (Romberg, A., DNA Replication, W.H.

Freeman and Co., San Francisco, 1980). The single

stranded DNA genome (approximately 6.4 Kb) of fd is

extruded through the bacterial membrane where it

55 sequesters capsid sub-units, to produce mature virions.

These virions are 6 nm in diameter, Ipm m length and
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each contain approximately 2,800 molecules of the major
coat protein encoded by viral gene VIII and four
molecules of the adsorption molecule gene III protein

(g3p) the latter is located at one end of the virion.

5 The structure has been reviewed by Webster et al«, 1978

in The Single Stranded DNA Phages, 557-569, Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory Press. The gene III product is

involved in the binding of the phage to the bacterial F-

pilus

•

10 Although these phages do not kill their host

dixring normal replication, disruption of some of their
genes can lead to cell death (Kornberg, A., 1980 supra.)

This places some restraint on their use. The applicants

have recognized that gene III of phage fd is an
15 attractive possibility for the insertion of biologically

active foreign sequences. There are however, other
candidate sites including for example gene VIII and gene
VI.

The protein itself is only a minor component of

20 the phage coat and disruption of the gene does not lead

to cell death (Smith, G. 1988, Virology 167; 156-165).

Furthermore, it is possible to insert some foreign
sequences (with no biological function) into various
positions within this gene (Smith, G. 1985 Science 228:

25 1315-1317., Parmley, S.F. and Smith, G.P. Gene: 73 (1988)

p. 305-318., and de la Cruz, V.F., et al., 1988, J. Biol.

Chem., 263 : '4318-4322). Smith et al described the
display of peptides on the outer surface of phage but
they did not describe the display of protein domains.

30 Peptides can adopt a range of structures which can be
different when in free solution, than when bound to, for
example, an antibody, or when forming part of a protein
(Stanfield, R.I. et al., (1990) Science 248, p712-719).
Proteins in general have a well defined tertiary

35 structure and perform their biological function only when
adopting this structure. For example, the structure of

the antibody D1.3 has been solved in the free form and

when bound to antigen (Bhat, T.N. et al., (1990) Nature

347, p483-485). The gross structure of the protein is
40 identical in each instance with only minor variations

around the binding site for the antigen. Other proteins
have more substantial conformation changes on binding of
ligand, for instance the enzymes hexokinase and pyruvate
dehydrogenase during their catalytic cycle, but they

45 still retain their overall pattern of folding. This
structural integrity is not confined to whole proteins,

but is exhibited by protein domains. This leads to the
concept of a folded unit which is part of a protein,
often a domain, which has a well defined primary,

50 secondary and tertiary structure and which retains the
same overall folding pattern whether binding to a binding
partner or not. The only gene sequence that Smith et
al., described that was of sufficient size to encode a

domain ( a minimum of perhaps 50 amino acids ) was a 335bp
55 fragment of a B-galactosidase corresponding to

nucleotides 861-1195 in the B-galactosidase gene sequence
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(Parmley, S. + Smith, G.P. 1988 supra. This would encode

liramino acids of a much larger 380 amino acid domain.

Therefore, prior to the present application, no

JS?^tiaiy complete domain or folded unit had been

5 displayed on phage. In these cases,
. . ^

.

infectivity of the virion was disrupted, the inserted

sequences could be detected on the phage surface by use

of e.g. antibodies.
The protein encoded by gene III has several

10 domains (Pratt, D., et al., 1969 Virology ||-42-53.,

cSant, R.A., et al., 1981, J. Biol. Chem 2S|: 539-546

and A^strong, J., et al. , FEES Lett
liP^J:^;^:^

including: (i) a signal sequence that directs the protein

to the cill membrane and which is then cleaved off; (n)

15 a domain that anchors the mature protein into the

bacterial cell membrane (and also the phage coat), and

(iii) a domain that specifically binds to the phage

receptor, the F-pilus of the host bacterium. Short

sequences derived from protein molecules have been

20 inserted into two places within the mature ""ojecule

(Smith, G., 1985 supra., and Parmley, S.F. and f«iith

G P 1988 supra.). Namely, into an inter-domam region

aAd4lso between amino acids 2 and 3 at the N-terminus.

The insertion sites at the N-terrainus were more

25 successful in maintaining the structural integrity of the

gene III protein and displaying the peptides on the

lurface of fhe phage. By use of antisera specific for

the peptides, the peptides inserted into this position

were shown to be on the surface of the phage. These

30 authors were also able to purify the phage, using this

property. However, the peptides expressed by the Phage,

did not possess measurable biological functions of their

Retaining the biological function of a molecule

35 when it is expressed in a radically different context to

its natural state is difficult- The demands on the

structure of the molecule are heavy. In contrast,

retaining the ability to be bound by specific antisera is

a passive process which imposes far less rigorous demands

40 on the structure of the molecule. For example,
^J^J

the

rule rather than the exception that polyclonal antisera

will recognise totally denatured, and biologically

inactive, proteins on Western blots (see for example,

Harlow E. and Lane, D. , Antibodies, a Laboratory Manual,

45 Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press 1988). therefore,

the iiiertion of peptides into a region that allows their

structure to be probed with antisera teaches only that

the region allows the inserted sequences to be exposed

and does not teach that the region is suitable for the

50 insertion of large sequences with demanding structural

constraints for the display of a molecule with a

biological or binding function. In particular, it does^

not teach that domains or folded units of proteins can be

displayed from sequences inserted in this region.

55 This experience with Western blots is a graphic

. practical demonstration which shows that retaining the
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ability to be bound by specific antisera imposes far less

SgorSs demands on the Structure of a P^^TP^fIJj' J^^"
dols folding for the retention of ^ ^xologxcal functxon.

Studies have been carried out, in which E.coli

5 have been manipulated to express the protein B-adrenergic

reSptor as a fusion with the outer "'embrane protein

lamB. The fl-adrenergic receptor was expressed

fSSctional form as determined by the presence of binding

acS?Ji??. HoSever, when an equivalent antibody fusion

10 wafmaS wiS lamB; the antibody fusion was toxic to the

""^ii; applicants have investigated the possibility

of inserting the gene coding sequence for biologically

IctiSrSntibody flagments into the gene III region of fd

15 ?o eSrlss a iLge fusion protein. As is apparent from

Se p?S??ou; dislussion, this approach «!»akes onerous

demands on the functionality of the fusion vrot^^^,

iSertion is large, encoding antibody fragments of at

i2iri00-200 amino acids; the antibody derived domain

20 iSsffi?d efficiently and correctly to display antigen-

binding; and most of the functions of gene III must be

reSainJd. The applicants approach to the cons^ction of

the fusion molecule was designed to minimise the risk of

disrupting these functions. In an embodiment of the^

25 invention, the initial vector used was fd-tet (Zacher,
25

J^^«"^i°"43^^^ 1980, Gene £, 127-140) a tetracycline

resistant version of fd bacteriophage that can be

propagated as a plasmid that confers tetracycline

?Ssistance to the infected E^fiQli host. The JPP^IJ^tSe
30 Chose to insert after the signal sequence of the fd gene

III protein for several reasons. In particular, the

applicants chose to insert after amino acid 1 of the

mature orotein to retain the context for the signal

oeptSaK Seavage. To retain the structure and function

35 of 5^2 !l? itself , the majority of the original amino

aoiirare synthesized after the inserted immunoglobulin

SquJncS. The inserted immunoglobulin sequences were

SSjIed to include residues from the switch ^JS^^"
that

links VH-VL to CHl-CL (Lesk, A., and Chothia, C, Nature

40 335, 188-190, 1988). ___ .

Surprisingly, by manipulating gene III of

bacteriophage fd, the present applicants have been^^|^^

to construct a bacteriophage that displays °n"s surface

large biologically functional antibody, enzyme, and

45 receptor molecules whilst remaining intact e'^f ,

infectious Furthermore, the phages bearing antibodies

o? leS?el sp^Oicity, can be selected from a background

of phages not showing this specificity.
«„4.<>,«riv

The sequences coding for a population of antibody

50 molecules and for insertion into the vector to give

SrSs?on of antibody binding functions on the phage

Sface can be derived from a variety of sources. For

SSpH, immunised or non-immunised rodents or humans,

and from organs such as spleen and P^f^P^fJ^^/^^^ ^^^^^
55 lymphocytes. The coding sequences are d^^^^ff *2

sources by techniques familiar to those skilled in the
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T, =4. 1989 supra; Larrick, J.W., et
art (Orlandi, R. , et al., Zl^^-, igsg Bio

f^^ls^r. ifo!Sie;''i^i.n.l^4.".L. X,S, supra;

important
«>f JhJ Seduction of biological

SlS'l^xSiJertSei^lrlgBents and derivatives by the

used to transform
J^'^gi of standard screening

antibody P°lyP^P*if 1 .^S'^SIJed 2^?iSdy polypeptide

SSn^S^o^bffStatS SsrSom E.coli in further

processing steps^^^^
invention however, the desired

antibody polypeptide when expressed is all
that when the

selected thf^e is no need^o retuj^
'^purth^re, in

^s!^t bind to the =°»Ply?«'"^„?=S*L?L2la very
Ipeciflo bindi^^ 'fStSgiS'tSfoS^pfSS;?^

"^^^
^=Flr''sSe''puS^sl^'for example i«unopreoipitation

Lf2S!=Sic^tests it is advantageous to use
and some ?if?5?SSeJ or antibody fragments. The present

50 polyclonal antibodies or
?2^lSieved by either selection

irS'^iSiSiTpoSfOf^ SsirL properties or by

• ?™^5SS!duallv isolated clones with desired

"^SfJ^ TheStibodies or antibody fragments may

- !SL?ToSt%sToiuiSs^^^^^

35

40
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stocks of phage, bacteria containing phagemids or
bacteria expressing soluble fragments derived from the
selected polyclonal population. Thus a reagent
equivalent to a polyclonal antiserum is created which can

5 be replicated and routinely manufactured in culture
without use of animals.
SELECTION FORMATS AND AFFINITY MATURATION

Individual rgdps eg pAbs expressing the desired
specificity eg for an antigen^ can be isolated from the

10 complex library using the conventional screening
techniques (e^g. as described in Harlow, E., and Lane,

D., 1988, supra Gherardi, E et al. 1990. J. Immunol,
meth. 126 p61-68).

The applicants have also devised a series of novel

15 selection techniques that are practicable only because of

the unique properties of rgdps. The general outline of
some screening procedures is illustrated in figure 15

using pAbs as an example type of rgdp.
The population/library of pAbs to be screened

20 could be generated from immunised or other animals; or be

created in vitro by mutagenising pre-existing phage
antibodies (using techniques well-known in the art such
as oligonucleotide directed mutagenesis (Sambrook, J., et
al., 1989 Molecular Cloning a Laboratory Manual, Cold

25 Spring Harbor Laboratory Press). This population can be
screened in one or more of the formats described below
with reference to figure 15, to derive those individual
pAbs whose antigen binding properties are different from
sample c.

30 Binding Elution
Figure 15(i) shows antigen (ag) bound to a solid

surface (s) the solid surface (s) may be provided by a

petri dish, chromatography beads, magnetic beads and the
like. The population/library of pAbs is then passed over

35 the ag, and those individuals p that bind are retained
after washing, and optionally detected with detection
system d. A detection system based upon anti-fd antisera
is illustrated in more detail in example 4 of WO
92/01047. If samples of bound population p are removed

40 under increasingly stringent conditions, the binding
affinity represented in each sample will increase.
Conditions of increased stringency can be obtained, for
example, by increasing the time of soaking or changing
the pH of the soak solution, etc.

45 Competition
Referring to figure 15 (ii) antigen ag can

be bound to a solid support s and bound to saturation by
the original binding molecule c. If a population of
mutant pAb (or a set of unrelated pAbs) is offered to the

50 complex, only those that have higher affinity for antigen
ag than c will bind. In most examples, only a minority
of population c will be displaced by individuals from
population p. If c is a traditional antibody molecule,
all bound material can be recovered and bound p recovered

55 by infecting suitable bacteria and/or by use of standard
techniques such as PCR.
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An advantageous application is where ag is used as

a receptS/Sd c ?he corresponding ligand. The recovered

boSd population p is then related structurally to the

receptor binding site/and or ligand. This type of

5 specificity is known to be very useful in the

pharmaceut^al i^™^^^^
application is where ag is an

p-S°a« Is'lljr^A-l^to^Tt^^^^ have

10 SSSS usL in research and the diagnostic and

pharioaceutical^ndustries ^^^^^ ^.^^^^^^

anti-idJoll^rS^iSodies. pAbs would give the ability to

dS ihZs diSctly by binding pAb libraries (eg a naxve

15 library) to B cells (which express antibodies on their

iSiS and isolating those phage that
^

In some instances it may prove advantageous to

p can advantageously be marked in some to both

distinguish and select for bound p over bound c. This

S^SSrSSn be physical, for example by ge-labellxng p

25 with biotin; or more advantageously, genetic. For

eSple c can be marked with an EcoB restriction sxte

wSIt p can- be marked with an EcoK restriction site (see

cSSr pT et al., 1985, Mud. Acids Res. la, 4431-4443 )

.

SSn bound p+c ar4 eluted from the antigen and used to

30 S3ec? suitLle bacteria, there is
^fjf^2^°^.^^

<^

no orowth) of population c (i.e. EcoB restricting

SacS?2 in 1d.is example). Any phage that 9^^"'
"^j^J^j^f

areatly enriched for those individuals from p with higher

gSSSi SItSities. Alternatively, the genetic marking

35 cS be^chieved by marking p with new J^Quences which

can be used to specifically amplify p from the mixture

using PCR^^ ^ ^^^^ amplified using for

example PGR or bacterial infection, it is also possible

40 S^Iscue the desired specificity even when insufficient

individuals are bound to allow detection via conventional

techniques.
^^^^^^^ method for selection of a Phage

disDlaving a protein molecule with a desired specificity

45 S afliSty will often be elution from an affinity matrix

StS aSgLS (eg example 21 of WO 92/01047). Elution

wiS increasing Sonoentrations of ligand should elute

Dhaoe displaying binding molecules of increasing

affinity However, when eg a pAb binds to its antigen

50 wfS a£?i^ty^or avidity (or another Protein to its

SSing^artner) it may not be possible to elute the pAb

from an affinity matrix with molecule related to the

antigen. Alternatively, there may be no suitable

specific eluting molecule that can be prepared in •

55 sufficiently high concentration- In these cases it is

SSIiSi^ tl usl an elution method which is not specific
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to eg the antigen-antibody complex. Some of the non-"

specific elution methods generally used reduce phage
viability for instance, phage viability is reduced with
time at pH12 (Rossomando, E.F. and Zinder N,D. J.

5 Mol-Biol. 36 387-399 1968). There may be interactions

between eg antibodies and affinity matrices which cannot

be disrupted without completely removing phage
infectivity- In these cases a method is required to

elute phage which does not rely on disruption of eg the

10 antibody - antigen interaction, A method was therefore

devised which allows elution of bound pAbs under mild
conditions (reduction of a dithiol group with
dithiothreitol ) which do not disrupt phage structure
(example 47 of WO 92/01047),

15 This elution procedure is just one example of an

elution procedure under mild conditions. A particularly
advantageous method would be to introduce a nucleotide
sequence encoding amino acids constituting a recognition
site for cleavage by a highly specific protease between

20 the foreign gene inserted, in this instance a gene for an

antibody fragment, and the sequence of the remainder of

gene III. Examples of such highly specific proteases are

Factor X and thrombin. After binding of the phage to an

affinity matrix and elution to remove non-specific
25 binding phage and weak binding phage, the strongly bound

phage would be removed by washing the column with
protease under conditions suitable for digestion at the
cleavage site. This would cleave the antibody fragment
from the phage particle eluting the phage. These phage

30 would be expected to be infective, since the only
protease site should be the one specifically introduced.

Strongly binding phage could then be recovered by
infecting eg. E.coli TGI cells.

An alternative procedure to the above is to take

35 the affinity matrix which has retained the strongly bound

pAb and extract the DNA, for example by boiling in SDS

solution. Extracted DNA can then be used to directly
transform E.coli host cells or alternatively the antibody
encoding sequences can be amplified, for example using

40 PGR with suitable primers such as those disclosed herein,

and then inserted into a vector for expression as a

soluble antibody for further study or a pAb for further
rounds of selection.

Another preferred method for selection according
45 to affinity would be by binding to an affinity matrix

containing low amounts of ligand.
If one wishes to select from a population of

phages displaying a protein molecule with a high affinity
for its ligand, a preferred strategy is to bind a

50 population of phage to an affinity matrix which contains
a low amount of ligand. There is competition between
phage, displaying high affinity and low affinity
proteins, for binding to the ligand on the matrix. Phage
displaying high affinity protein is preferentially bound

55 and low affinity protein is washed away. The high
affinity protein is then recovered by elution with the
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ligand or by other Procedures which eiute the phage from

the affinity matrix (example 35 of WO 92/0104/

demonstrates this
JJ^^^^'g®^

*
^ery of the packaged DNA

it can be eluted xn P^^ffVH nackaae for binding to a
member which competes with saxd package^or n 9.

onmnlementarv sbp member; it couid oe rerooveu

^°^^S^?ficiencY of this selection procedure for

specxxi^iuj.» -2 HT-F-F-Lnult or even unobtainable by

30 of other applications, some examples of which are.

§i=»^li^|g*S^lecular entity in Itself rgdps ^
p^s coSSS^tS abilij. to hinaa -P^"^ -JS?e?n"!s

3s SS'S a^ch-aiSSS-.S;t£3irJS^^^^^^ _
attached via i7"^°^°£cal^ ch^igji^"^^!^* with

a^eSIJofr^aSitfL^«iic°«olecules for use ia 3:1.=

15

20

or in vitro .

40 Phy.in.1 Detection
^^^^^ ^ •

'al"S?hoL%f
marker particularly with respect to physical methods of

SSeSiSrScS as Electron microscopy and/or some

biosensors, e.g. surface plasmon resonance,

l^^^anostlc A^sgys
^^^^ ^^^^ advantageous uses in

understood, e^odiments wiii oe u
iinu.tation with

,3
SEIE^^^mjfj^;™ probability of isolating
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10

15

an antibody with a given ptK] value against the size of a

library
-^^ 2 outlines a strategy to clone heavy chain as

gS fusion on phage, light change being expressed as

soluble fragments from a phagemid.

Fig. 3 shows a cloning strategy wherexn only one

of the twb replicons is capable of being packaged into a

filamentous particle.
Fig. 4 shows various possible combinations of

heavy and light chains, gene 3 fusions, and replicons xn

polycombinantorial libraries. „k«4««
Fig. 5 shows a strategy for cloning heavy chains

as g3 fusions on phage with combination with purified

light chains in vitro.
Fig. 6 illustrates the use of sites specific

recombination for construction of polycombinantorial

libraries.
^ ^^^^ the sequence of the template clone

used in example 1. This is Aab NQlb.12.5 (Hoogenboom et

20 al
^^^^j^^g^P^liiug^rates a strategy for cloning heavy

and light chains as separate elements.

Fig. 9 shows the sequence of polylinker used in

pUC19 and pUC119 derivatives in example 1.

25 Fig. 10 shows the results of the infection

experiments described in example 1, illustrating

interference' between phage and phagemid vectors.

Fig 11 illustrates the effect on ELXSA signal of

interference between phage and phagemid vectors, compared

30 with phage and Pl^smid.
^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^

when the correct heavy and light chain combination is

used is a functional antibody produced, as demonstrated

in example 3.
, ^ w

35 Fig. 13 shows an example of a scheme for

humanising a mouse monoclonal antibody.
^ , ^

Fig. 14 shows the basic structure of the simplest

antibody molecule IgG. ^ . ^„
Fig 15 shows schematically selection techniques

40 which utilise the unique properties of pAbs; 15(i) shows

a binding/elution system; and 15(ii) shows a competition

system (p=pAb; ag=antigen to which binding by pAb is

required; c=competitor population e.g. antibody, pAb,

ligands; s=substrate (e.g. plastic beads etc);

45 d=>detection system. „i«„sr.«
Fig 16 shows the sequence around the cloning site

in aene III of fd DOGl. Restriction enzyme sites are

shown as well as the amino acids encoded by antibody

derived sequences. These are flanked at the 5 end by

50 the gene III signal peptide and at the 3 end by 3

alanine residues (encoded by the Not 1 restriction site)

and the remainder of the mature gene III protein. The

arrow shows the cleavage site for cutting of the signal

55 ^^^^^'^^Fig. 17 shows a) the phagemid pHENl a derivative

of PUC119 described in example 24; and b) the cloning
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sites in ttiB phagemid pHEN.

Fig. 18. The antibody constructs cloned into fd-DOGl

and pHENl for display on the surface of phage.

5 Const^cts I, II, III and IV were cloned
g^^f

DOGl (as ApaLI-Noti fragments) and pHENl (as Sfil-NotI

fragments) and pHENl (as Sfil-NotI '

„h^^oh^?n
constructs contained the heavy chain (^H) and lig^ cha^
(VK) variable regions of the mouse ^^^'^^2^ J^^j^^

10 NQIO.12.5. The constant domains were human CK and CHi

i)S 1 isotype).

Fia. 19. Three ways of displaying antibody

fragments on the surface of phage by fusion to gene III

15 protein.

Disclosed here are methods for preparing extremely

diverse libraries of antibody heavy and light chains.

Heavy and light chains are cloned on separate replicons

20 and functional antibody produced by Post-translational

assembly of heavy and light chains in vivo or in vitro ,

such thit the final number of combinations created is tiie

number of heavy chains multiplied by the number of light

chains. Such a format is also convenient for chain-

25 shuffling, mutagenesis, humanising and CDR 'imprinting .

ISSe meti»ds can also be applied to oth^ P^*^,^^,^
which two or more different subunits assemble to create a

functional oligomer.

30 The first functional antibody molecules to be

expressed on the surface of filam^itous phage were

Sgle-chain Fv's (scFv), so-called because heavy and

li^t chain variable domains, normally on two separate

proteins, are covalently joined by a fle^^^bif^J-^^S
35 peptide. Alternative expression strategies have also

bSn successful. Monomeric Fab molecules can be

displayed on phage if one of the chains (heavy or light)

is fusL to g3 capsid protein and the complementary cha^
exported to She periplasm as a soluble JJ® ^°

40 chains can be encoded on the same or on different

TOlicons; the important point is that the two antibody

^inT^semble post-translationally and the dim^ is

SSSorSed into'^the phage particle via linkage of one

of the chains to g3p.

More recent cloning experiments have been Performed

with 'phagemid- vectors which have ca. 100-fold higher

SS^formation efficiencies than phage DNA. These are

plasmids containing the intergenic region from

filamentous phages which enables single-stranded copies

of the phagaiiid DNA to be produced, and packaged into

infectious filamentous particles when cells harbouring

45

50
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them are infected with 'helper' phages provxding the

phage components in trans . When phagemids contaxn gill

fused to an antibody gene (e.g. pHEN-1), the resulting

fusion protein is displayed on the phagemxd partxcle

(Hoogenboom, H.R., A.D. Griffiths, K.S. Johnson, D.J

Chiswell, P. Hudson and G. Winter. (1991). Multi-subunxt

proteins on the surface of filamentous phage:

methodologies for displaying antibody (Fab) heavy and

light chains. Nucleic Acids Res . 19 (15), 4133-4137).

Considerable progress has been made in developing

efficient strategies for cloning antibody genes, a factor

which becomes most important when dealing with large

numbers of different antibody fragments such as

repertoires.

The cloning vector fd-DOG-1 was used in early work

with phage antibody repertoires in which scFv fragments

were derived from spleen m RNA of mice immunised with the

hapten oxazalone (Clackson, T., H.R. Hoogenboom, A.D.

Griffiths and G. Winter. (1991). Making antibody

fragments using phage display libraries. Nature 352, 624-

628); VH and VL domains were separately amplifxed then

linked at random via a short DMA fragment encoding the

scFv linker peptide to produce a library of approxxmately

10^ different clones. This was panned against the

immunising 'antigen to select combinations of VH and VL

which produced functional antibodies. Several binders

were isolated, one in particular having an affinity not

far below that of the best monoclonal anitbodies produced

30 by conventional hybridoma technology.

In a mouse, at any one time there are approximately

107 possible H chains and 10= possible L chains, making a

total of 10^2 possible VH:VL combinations when the two

chains are combined at random (these figures are

estimates and simply provide a rough guide to repertoxre

size). By these figures, the above mouse library sampled

only 1 in 10*7 of the possible VH:VL combinations. It xs

likely that good affinity antibodies were isolated

because the spleen cells derived from an immunised donor,

in which B cells capable of recognising the antigen are

clonally expanded and producing large quantities of Ig

mRNA, The low library coii5)lexity in this experiment is

partly due to the intrinsically low transformation

efficiency of phage DNA compared to plasmid (or

phagemid)

.

Marks et al. (Marks, J.D. Hoogenboom, H.R., Bonnert,

T.P., McCafferty, J., Griffiths, A.D. and Winter, G.

50 (1991) By-passing immunization: Human antibodies from V-

gene libraries displayed on phage. J.Mol.Biol. 222, 581-

597) and PCT/GB91/01134 describe construction of an

35

40

45
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antibody repertoire from unimmunised humans cloned in th^
anTzxDoay

library, consisting of 3.10'
phagemid pHEN-1.

l^SdJd spS±f±c antibodies to ten

SS?Ser^ anSgJS^^ Thete antibodies have the moderate

ri^^^^f^r^Tx^ted of a primary immune response,

structurally diverse antigens can xndeed be isolated trom

a single resource.

New binders can be created from clones isolated from

ohaoeStibody libraries using a procedure called 'chain-

SulSlSa' in this process one of the two chains is

iSef^ *the other varied. For example, /.^J^^ l^l
he^S S^ain from the highest affinity mouse ^^V^^^^^J
antSody ax^ --f^:^,:t\rV^'%ji 'co^?trSS?S!

S?2?i'new^0X-bi'^S^^^ 'SirSoSi
SheS had light chains that were distinct from those

isolated and considerably more dxverse. These

Jiff^^Sori reflect the fact that a small library is

^SSS?^o ?ap^e available diversity when only one

Sifn S varied, a useful procedure if the origonal

Sbiary was not sufficiently large to contain the

available diversity.

The size of the library is of critical importance.

This^ especially true when attempting to xsolate

:«ifh«iTocs frSm a naive human repertoire, but is equally

^^^o SolltJon of the highest affinity antibodies

from an immunised source.

It is clear that while phage display is an

exceptionally powerful tool

35 S4e'%?^tlar d^er^^r^s^Sf ^^i^^TecS?
Sari^r^t^^ efficiencies place ^-est l^t^^^^^^

10

15

20

25

30

Transformation effxcxencxes pxB«« V i <mTT usino
on library size with 10^ being about the

J-^* J^xng

methods. Rough calculations suggest that this is

oSS of ma^tude below the target efficiency;

40 more rigourous analysis confxrms xt.

Perelson and Oster have given theoretical

r.nnc;ider^ion to the relationship between sxze of the

^S^if ?eDS:oSe and the likelihood of generating an

45 iS?Sod;'cSSS%?^recognasi:^ a

Greater than a certain threshold affinity, K. Tne

Relationship is described by the equation:

P= nrobability that an epitope is not
"'^ ^cogSs^ with Li affinity above the threshold
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10

15

20

value K by any antibody in the repertoire.

N= number of different antibodies in the

repertoire.

and p[K]= probability that an individual antibody

recognises a randran epitope with an affxnity

above the threshold value K.

In this analysis p[K] is inversely proportional to

affinity, although an algorithm describxng this

relationship precisely has not been f

'

this it is apparent that the higher the affxnity of the

antibody, the lower its p[K] and the larger the

repertoire needs to be to achieve a reasonable

probability of isolating the antibody. The other

important feature is that the function is exponential; as

shown in fig.l, a small change in library size can have

either a negligible or a dramatic effect on the

probability of isolating an antibody with a gxven p[K]

value, depending upon what point on the curve xs gxven by

the library size.

The applicants have realised that the limitations of

25 transformation efficiency (and therefore the upper limit

on library 'size) can be overcome by efficient methods of

introducing DNA into cells. In the preferred
configuration, heavy and light chain genes are cloned

separately on two different replicons, at least one of

which is capable of being incorporated into a filamentous

particle. Infectious particles carrying one chaxn are

infected into cells harbouring the complementary chaxn;

infection frequencies of >90% can be readily achieved.

Heavy and light chains are then able to associate post-

translationally in the periplasm and the combxnation

displayed on the surface of the filamentous partxcle by

virtue of one or both chains being connected to g3p. For

example, a library of 10^ heavy chains is cloned as an

unfused population in a phagemid, and 10' Ixght chaxns

40 are cloned as g3 fusions in fd-DOG-1. Both populatxons

are then expanded by growth such that there are 10 of

each heavy chain-containing cell and 10^ copxes of each

light chain phage. By allowing the phage to infect the

cells 10^ X 107 - 10^^ uiy.que combinations can be

45 created, because there are 10^ cells carrying the same

heavy chain which can each be infected by 10' phage

carrying different light chains. When this xs repeated

for each different heavy chain clone then one ends up

with up to 10^^ different heavy/light combinations xn

different cells. This strategy is outlined xn fxg.2,

which shows the heavy chain cloned as g3 fusions on phage

and the light chains expressed as soluble fragments from

30

35

50
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a phagemid. Clearly, the reverse combination light

chains on phage, heavy chain on phagemid, is also

tenable.

K Tn this configuration shown in fig. 2, fd-DOG
'

-rescies' thi phagt^^d so that both Pf^^ge and ^agemid

D™is packaged into filamentous particles, and both

^es will have paired heavy and light chaxns on their

^ScT; despite having the genetic information for only

in o?thi For a given antigen or epitope, the vast
^° ™2?«^LrS"the heavy and light chain pairings will be

fJStionai so Sat sele&ion on antigen will have

SSe fSSi Sfvas^y reducing the complexity of the heavy

liaht Sain populations! After the first round of

15 ^ecti^n ^ cloSI are re-assorted, in this example ^
f^t^^incr fresh host cells and selecting for both

refrfco^. Sfer sS^ rounds of antigen selection and

ScivIS^of ttie two replicons, the considerably reduced

Saw Sd light chain populations can be cloned onto the

20 ^e^rSlicon and analysed by conventional means. One

l^rlSt p^blem with this arrangement is so-called

•fSSSference- between filamentous phage origxns of

r^pJtca^on carried on different replicons as a result of

SSpeSSon for the same replication ^'^^'''^
25 oroblem can be ameliorated by constructxon of

?S?terfS:eni-resistanf mutants of either phage and/or

pSgSffSl^iSS (Johnston, S. and Ray, Interfer^ce

between M13^ and oriMlS P^^^^^tL "-Jhe^^vSa? s&nS
•r«»niication enhancer sequence near the virai srrana

30 SSiS (1984) J.Mol.Biol. 177, 685-700) or through
^

conl^Sl of «,py number e.g. by replacing the orxgxn of

Souble-stranded replication on the P^agemxd (dijtinct

fcom filamentous phage intergenic regxon) with that of,

Sr iaiSe a temperature sensitive runaway replxcon.

35 S tMs wi?'the S?y number of the resident phagemid^can

II i^l dSm to ^mise interference so that the phage

cLi 2^ab?Si, then the phagemid copy number allowed to

increase for ejq)ression of the antibody.

AO Alternatively, only one of the two replicons need^be
^°

capab?^ oT^Jeing'^packaged into a fila«|entous P^icle.
Q«^K a strateoy is outlined schematically in fig.3 and

?2dSc^d t? S^ice in example 2. A library of light

^Sns is ISS in the plasmid pUC19 and the heavy

SSSI are Spressed as g3 fusions in fd-D06-l. There xs

SS^ntlrfe^lnce in this case since the replication

SLh^^r^e distinct. The main operational difference

here is that the process results in selection of ,
xn this

caS the best heavy chains; the light chains are not

Tli Moropriate light chains are isolated later
'° SiST^ s^eSS heavy cha^ins are cloned together wi«x

Srrip2ctt>ire of light chains on the same replicon, then
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selected conventionally.

Again, this principle can be translated into an

array of alternative formats with different combinations

5 of vectors, chains and g3 fusions as shown in figure 4.

Another configuration is to clone the heavy chains

as gS fusions on phage and add purified light chains in

vitro , as shown in fig. 5. These chains are partially

10 denatured by the addition of Guanidine hydrochloride to

5M final concentration, then the denaturant dialysed away

so that heavy and light chains assemble to create
functional antibody combining sites on the phage surface,

which can then be selected on antigen and the appropriate

15 heavy chain phage isolated. If necessary, the selection

can be repeated with fresh light chain. Appropriate
concentrations of other denaturants such as Urea or
Potassium isothiocyanate will also prove effective.
Having operated this procedure, one is left with a vastly

20 reduced population of heavy chain genes which can then be

cloned together with the light chain repertoire,
preferably on the same replicon. The soluble chain can
be produced by recombinant DNA technology, one or more
monoclonal antibodies or from serum antibody. The

25 reverse configuration, i.e. light chain on phage in

conjunction with soluble heavy chain, or fragments of

heavy chain, is also tenable. Also contemplated are

alternative methods of linking heavy and light chains,

which could be linked for example^ by chemical
30 modification.

So far, the procedures described work on the
principle of first reducing the complexity of the

repertoire with possible subsequent recloning one or both

35 chains of the reduced population. Alternative methods

enabling both chains to be cloned on the same replicon

with high efficiency have also been devised- These again

rely on cloning heavy and light chain genes on separate

replicons, but this time with the aim of promoting

40 recombination between the two vectors so that both chains

are placed on the same replicon. A schematic is shown in

fig. 6 in which the recombination system is based on the

lox P/Cre recombinase system of coliphage PI (Hoess, R.H.

and Abremski, K. (1990) The Cre-lox recombination system.

45 In 'Nucleic acids and Molecular Biology*. Eckstein, F.

and Lilley, D.M.J, eds. Vol 4, pp99-109. Springer-Verlag,

Berlin, Heidelberg). Cre-recombinase catalyses a highly

specific recombination event at sequences called lox. lox

P, the recombination site in phage PI consists of two

50 15bp inverted repeats separated by an 8bp non-symmetrical

core (fig.6). In the configuration detailed in fig.

6

soluble light chain is cloned onto a phagemid containing
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= lox p site The heavy chains are cloned onto a

^^^^^^^^

10 iSfpSSeSis ^ie in?ecierinto cells containing the
'° Snofpl^c and the ^^--^^^--^J^^^S^J^'^s

f.i"i?\5ec°SrciTs.^""s^e ^ reSS,i^ion

^2 ^^1 Jead to ?Ae heavychain/g3/marker sequences

15 SSSeSi as a block onto the phagemid at its sxngle

S^P site Phagemids are then rescued wxth a helper

suS ks MlT^Tand the resulting phagemid P^^^^
liSIr Srectly selected on antigen or ^^^^^
fresh^ host cells and grown with selection for the

20 SSiice of both markers; one from the phagemid xtself
^ SfSe other from the heavychain/gS/marker block.

The use of site-specific recombination to bring

genes SSto ^e saml replicon may be extended to c^^atxon

25 in c^linuous coding sequence on «ie same replic^^ fj|

examole to construct single-chain Fv molecules. There xs

^ISnaie oo^ reading frame in the loxP sequence that

to^a^^ SSrpor^ into an scFv linker w^ch would

Iw kIT » eiitTcs-tT-ate for Cre-catalysed sxte-specxfxc

- ^^^^ ^-'s
provided-

The strategy can be refined further if the Cre-

catalysed ^nSiation takes place in a golA straxn of

SSSnS^^^^^^^^^^^
it^lecting for the presence of both selectable markers

S Se seu^ il A cell, successful recombination events

iJetSric^d^^SHEe recombination must take place for the

sSo^marker gene to be replicated and expressed. The

?SSti^g cellS are now the complete repertoire emd can

S SopSgated as cells and infected ""h helper ph^e to

50 p?o£S phagemids containing the genes for both chaxns

and expressing them on their surface.
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Other general and/or site-specific recombination
mechanisms could also be used to effect the same outcome
(In "Escherichia coli and Salmonella typhimurium.
Cellular and Molecular Biology. " ( 1987 ) . ppl034-1043,

5 1054-1070. Neidhart, F.C. Editor in Chief. American
Society for Microbiology).

It will be apparent that the concept of using two or

more replicons to generate diversity is not confined to

10 display on the surface of filamentous bacteriophages.
For example, bacteria could be used as the replicable
genetic display package. For example, Fuchs et al. have

shown that functional antibody can be displayed on the

surface of E.coli by fusion to peptidoglycan-associated

15 lipoprotein (Fuchs, P., Breitling, F., Dubel, S.,

Seehaus, T and Little, M. (1991) Targetting of
recombinant antibodies to the surface of Escherichia
coli: fusion to a peptidoglycan associated lipoprotein.
BioTechnology 9, 1369-1373)- Klauser et al. describe

20 transport of a heterologous protein to the surface of

E.coli by fusion to Neisseria IgA protease (Klauser, T.,

Pohler, J. and Meyer, T.F. (1990) Extracellular transport

of cholera toxin B subunit using Neisseria IgA protease B

domain: conformation-dependent outer membrane
25 translocation. EMBO 9, 1991-1999). Other surface

proteins such as pili, ompA or the surface-exposed
lipoprotein Tra T could also be used, and gram positive
organisms such as lactobacilli and streptococci employed.

Cloning and expression in Eukaryotic organisms is also

30 contemplated.

Alternative cloning strategies are possible when

cells are used in place of phage. For example, replicons
can be introduced into the cells by conjugation, in

35 addition to transformation and infection. Moreover, one

or more genes can be incorporated into the chromosome
reducing the limitation of having to use compatible
replicons.

40 The polycombinatorial concept is also particularly
advantageous for mutagenesis experiments by allowing far

greater numbers of mutant progeny to be produced.

The applicants have realised that the
45 polycombinatorial concept is applicable to multimeric

proteins other than antibodies, such as T cell receptors,

CD3 and insulin receptor. Libraries of proteins having

more than two different and diverse subunits can be

created by, for example, more than one cycle of

50 infection. Cells containing one of the subunits are

infected with phage containing the second subunit and the

resulting population infected a second time with a
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compatible phage carrying the third subunit.

in some cases, it is advantageous to express two or

more component PO^Wide domai^^s of a
.^^^^^

fusions. This will have the benefit of stabilising weaK

inteSctions between separate chains, or stabilising

iSl^lptidrdomains which interact weakly, or polypeptide

doiSS iSc^ only associate in the presence of Ixgand.

The numbers of combinations possible with ^e
polycom^inatorial approach is limited only by the number

of clones present in each of the repertoires, and, in the

SLSfirdStanoe of using phage supplying one dham to

JSSrt c^s ^ntaining the other, by the numb«^ of

pSfgfa^Sll?1*at cL be produced. J^l^^^J^^^H
SoSiisticated methods, for example fe^"'®*!*^*

technology, will allow even greater numbers of

combinations to be accessed.

on pr«PAi091/17271 filed by Affymax Inc. describes the
^° e.pxJS^oV^SSbody ha«^ »d light <^^=^

n-ririi-r-ai:^ that infection of cells harbouring one

libraries of greater size to be constructed. Neitn^

25 dS£^t deScr&e the selection process for selecting an

aSibody fISnent of interest using the two fepli°°^:

S^^y oSy Sremplate double selection to •na^^ain tte

cSiains together in t^e same phage
^^.^^J^J^^^;

which, in the format they describe^ wiU ^^J^^^^^
30 of the library which can be i^te^iS Sn

indication that with heavy and ^'^I'Xf^,^^^^^^
separate vectors, the heavy ande light

?eSS3fled, or h<iw to identify the desired combination.

A kev difference over previous approaches is the use

of sepJ^I?e soSces of heavy and 1^91^^°^?

.

?n which they are combined to ^^^^''^f^^^^^^^^^^Jlt
™aHrof diversitv The applicants provide methods for

SrSLS^^of Loh fLrarles --f^^J^^^
Jin Urtht chain libraries may be combined to produce
^°

Sormoii nu^ of functional combinations, and means by

SSS desired combinations may be '

The key advantage is that libraries constructed this way

can bl several orders of magnitude larger than has

n^LioSslv been possible. Where two replicons are used,
* ESJ^ o«n he^v cSrwise combination of phage, phagemid

nlTsJfd in al? cases with the antibody chains

S^resiSd as soluble fragments or associated witii the
expressea as ^ ^ ^j^^ vectors is capable of

aSrf at least one of the vectors enables association of

?Se Stibody cSTin with the phage capsid, for example by

-r-i-T-f f-rrr ouccrr
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fusion to g3p. Any of the above configurations can be

used in novel humanisation/mutagenesis procedures.

The "chain-shuffling" combinatorial approach is a

5 particularly useful embodiment of the present invention.

oS^may take for instance, a single heavy chain, or a

restricted number of heavy chains from an antibody toown

S have the desired antigen specificity of ev^^f^^'-J
repertoire of antibodies from human or animal xmmunised

10 withan antigen of interest, and combine a population of

such chains^ with a, perhaps very large, g^etxglly
diverse population of, in this instance, light cj^^-ps

fised to a rgdp component. The light chains would be

S^Sssed froS Sucleic acid capable of ^^^3
15 a rodp. one would then select for rgdps which ea^ a

diSlIy light chain with an associated heavy chain

iSSing^ an Intibody specific for an antigen of interest

.

Such ^dps would each contain nucleic acid encoding a

iSght^fin. Light chains of the restricted Population

20 so selected would then be combined with a genetically

diverse population, perhaps a very large population, of

Sel^ dtliSs fused to a rgdp component and expressed from

nucleic acid capable of being packaged m rgdps. a

seSnd round of selection for rgdps displaying specific

25 binding pair members specific for the antigen °f i'^t?;?^*

would yield a restricted population of heavy chaiJM

capable of associating with the previously selected light

chains to form antibodies of the desired specificity.

30 This technique enables reduction of population
^ diverS^ to an easily manageable level whilst sampling a

very large number of combinations. Nothing in the prior

Irt approaches this. It may be advantageously in

Se humanisation of antibodies isolated/purified from a

35 non-human animal source.

The following examples illustrate how these concepts

may be put into practice. It will be evident those

skilled in the art that many variations on these themes

40 Sill produce satisfactory results. The following

examplify the concept by way of illustration only and not

by way of limitation

.
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Example 1: Rescue of phagemid with phage fd-DOG-1.

T« -hhis examole the concept of using a phage to

•rescue'^ pS^m^d (fig 2) is tested using model

chimaeric antdLbody.

one chain is expressed in pUC19,pUC119 PHEN-1 as
one ^"^.^r'^^^.X n-mti&ixi and the corresponding chain

a soluble Pf^^f"^2 a^S^sSn. Both chains have come

gSrt model^ fragSe?! Soned in pUC19, in which the

ffSt a^cTliaw V-region domains from the mouse anti-phOx

Sr^otTco^s'gJt iSi-^^in this 'co„s«^, and

fSSurTis retainad m subsequent constructs. The

IS^L S the template clone is shown in fig. 7.

20 The strategy for clonijg
'^^'^.T^ s^'teiS^lS

-«T?^-Doe-l in both configurations i.e. heavy
pHEN-1 phagemid and vice versa,
chain on phage fj^ts were also cloned

S?o SS9^ ISSli derJva^^s which have had the

gSl^Sfbe^eeS ^^-^-\^,^-% "^..^^rco«s
30 with the sequence shown xn fig ^'^^ ^^^^ ^re

£Hii>Si ^.s?^^'^^

^lK'lhSn^L^"to theVig«m^ The reinainder

Of the constructs were transformed into E.coli TGi.

These cells are then 'rescued* with fd-D06-l phage

carrying ^hS pStner chain as a g3 ^"sion «id r^«t*^J
p^/?hag^d population assayed for phOK binding in

ELISA.

in this example, sections « > , *° 9 > '^^^^^il?
S^fir^r^ olMmid phagemid and ophage clones,

SSSS^ 2? ^ s^ow 4e ''effect of using phage to

SSSI phageTd oi' plasmid, and the effect that has on

antibody expression.

a) PCR amplification of heavy and light chains

Plasmid pUC19 Fab NQ10.12.5DNA was used as the

25

35

40

45

50
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template for PCR amplification. Four separate PGR
reactions were set up, with the following pairwise
combinations of primers (TABLE 1):

5 Heavy chain fd-DOG-1 phage: VHIBACKAPA & FABNOTFOH

Heavy chain pHEN-1 phagemid: VHIBACKSFI & FABNOTFOH
Light chain fd-DOG-1 phage: MVKBAAPA & FABNOTFOK

Light chain pHEN-1 phagemid: MVKBASFI & FABNOTFOK

10 PGR reactions contained lOmM Tris-HCl(pH8.3), 50mM

KCI, 1.25mM each dNTP, 2.5mM Mg C12, 0.01% gelatin, 0.1

unit/111 Tag polymerase (Cetus/Perkin Elmer), ImM each

primer and Ing of template DNA. PCR was carried out in a

Techne PHC-2 thermal cycler (Techne, Duxford, Cambridge

15 U.K. ) using 25 cyles of 1 minute at 94 "C, 1 minute at
50•C and 2 minutes at 72 •C.

b) Digestion of PCR fragments

20 The resultant products were extracted with 1:1

phenol: chloroform then ethanol precipitated as described
in Sambrook et al. (Sambrook^ J., Fritsch, E.F. and
Maniatis, T. (1990) "Molecular cloning-a laboratory
manual'*. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory^ New York.), and

25 pelleted DNA redissolved in 35\xl water. Restriction
digest were normally carried out in 100-200vil volumes
with 0.3-0.4 units enzyme/fil (volume of enzyme added not

to exceed l/20th of the total reaction volume) using
conditions recommended by the manufacturer, and in the

30 buffer supplied by the manufacturer. Digestion with 0.4

units/pl Not I enzyme (new England BioLabs) was carried
out in 150)il volume according to manufacturers
instructions and in the buffer provided by the
manufacturer for Shrs at 37 'C. The products were

35 phenol: chloroform extracted and ethanol precipitated once
more and digested either with ApaLI or Sfi I. Apart from

the Apa LI digest of the VHCHl Apa LI-Not I fragment (see

below), digestions were carried out using 0.4 units/pl
enzyme in a total of 150jil according to manufacturers

40 instructions (New England BioLabs) and in the buffer
provided by the manufacturer. Apa LI digests were
carried out for 3 hrs at 37 'C, Sfi I for 3 hrs at 50'C.

The Apa LI digest of the VHCHl Apa LI-Not I fragment

45 had to be a partial due to the presence of an internal
Apa LI site. This was achieved by digestion with 0.04

units/pl Apa LI for 1 hour and the full-length fragments

isolated from an agarose gel (see below).

50 c) Purification of DNA fragments

Reaction products were ethanol precipitated to
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reduce their volume t:hen run on ^ PffP^SM^^ef

prepared vector (sections d and e).

10 d) Preparation of vector DHa

lOuti caesium chloride-purified fd-DOG-1 was digested

phosphatased with 1 "i^^^j^^J^f/g^ recommended and

lOOmM Tris-HCl, pH (B.U), -LW

o« St foiS m?A) and sS 10% SDS was then added and the

SiGre^^S^SSld'^t 6?C for 20 mim;^ iS^^^^Siil «hr.«Tiha-fcase The mixture was then cooled on ice

S?eAv ^acted twice with 1:1 phenol:chloroform

SS^iih^l ^Stated as described in Sambrook et al.

30 (1989, supra),

e) Ligations

The following ligations were set up:

PUC19 Sfi I-Not I +VHCH1 Sfi I-Not I

|uC119 Sfi I-Not I +VHCH1 Sfi I-Not I

pHEN Sfi I-Not I +VHCH1 Sfi I-Not I

TiOVVt Sfi I-Not I +VLCL Sfi I-Not I

40 U S-Hot I .VHCHl Apa LI-Not I (partjal

fd-D06 Apa LI-Not I + VLCL Apa LI-Not I

For each, the following ligation reaction was set

45 up:

50

2.

* 10 X NEB-Ligation Buffer 1

* water ^ -,

* Digested vector (30 ng/uD f
* Digested FCR fragment (20-50 ng/yxl) 1 ^l

Spin for a few seconds in the microfuge. Then add;
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* T4-DNA llgase (400 units/iil, NEB) 1 Jil

3. Leave for 2 hrs at 25'C or overnight at 16*C.

4. Transform into E.coli (see below).

Note: 10 X NEB-Ligation Buffer is 0.5M Tris-HCl, pH

7.8, O.IM MgCl2, 0.2M DTT, lOmM rATP and 500

pg/ml BSA.

f ) Electroporation into TGI or HB2151

1. Thaw a vial of electroporation-csompetent bacteria on

ice. For soluble expression of antibody fragments

15 from pHENl, the non-suppressor strain HB2151 is

used. For the others, T61 is used.

2 Transfer 50iil cells to a prechilled 0.2cm cuvette

(Biorad), add 2 ill ligation mix, shake to the bottom

20 and sit on ice for 1 min.

3, Set up the Gene Pulser (Biorad) to give 25 ]xF, 2.5kV

with the pulse controller set to 200 ohms.

25 4. Dry the cuvette with tissue and place in the

electroporation chamber.

5. Pulse once (should yield a pulse with a time

constant of 4.5 to 5 msec).

30
6. Immediately add 1 ml of SOC (fresh) to the cuvette

and resuspend the cells.

7. Transfer to disposable culture tube, and shake for 1

35 hr at 37'C.

8 Plate fractions on 2YT agar plates containing 100

ug/ml ampicillin, 1% glucose for pHEN and pUC

replicons or 2yT agar plates containing 15iig/ml

40 tetracyclin for fd-D06.

Note 1 : SOB is 20g Bacto-tryptone, 5g Yeast extract and

0.5g NaCl, in 1 litre.
see is SOB with 5ml 20% glucose, 1ml IM MgCl2

45 and 1ml IM MgS04 added per 100ml.

2yT is 20g Bacto-tryptone, lOg Yeast extract

and 5g NaCl, in 1 litre.

Note 2: To increase transformation efficiencies the DNA

5Q in the ligation mix can be purified by

extracting with phenol, phenol-chloroform and

ether, ethanol precipitating and resuspending
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in water. Alternatively ^hJ^J^P^f^ ^fS^f
cleaned up using g^neclean tBio 101).

Efficiencies will go up }0'100 fold if tins

purification step is included.

The desired clones were screened by PGR wi«^

S^S^en produced from these clones (see below).

preparation of fd-DOG infectious phage particles
g)

Tnoculate colony of bacteria containing fdDOG into

OT^r^ ^oi^ining 15 pg/ml tetrac^line. Grow

?7»r shakino for 20-24hrs. The yield of pi^ge

pLticlef^SLuid be about 10^0 tU (transducing

units-see below) ml^^ of supernatant.

2. spin 8,000 r.p.m. for 10 min (or 4,000 r.p.m. for 20

20 min).

3 TO supernatant add l/5th volume PfG/NaCl (20% PEG

6000? 2.5M NaCl), leave 1 hr at Spxn 8,000

r.p.m. for 15 min (or 4,000 r.p.m. for 30 min).

Resusp'end pellet in a small volume of water and

transfer to eppendorf tubes.

Spin down any remaining cells (5 min in microfuge).

TO the supernatant add l/5th volume of PEG/NaCl.

6. Remove supernatant and respin the pellet briefly.

35 7. Aspirate off any remaining PEG.

fl Resuspend the pellet in water (1/lOOtti original

^l^^t culture) and respin 2 min J^^ofuge ^
^Love residual bacteria and agglutinate^^

Filter through 0.45pm sterile filter (Minisart NMt,

Sartorius )

.

9. Store the filtrate at 4-C The concentration of

phage should be about IO-l-^ TU ml

h) Infection ei^erinents

Preliminary experiments using fd-DOG phage to infect

«HFN i^^sted that there is interference between the

50 ?r velt^l^because both carry a
f
iiam^^^^^^^

,
i^SSSl^ M^W^.^'^'^^e X^elSt^.°s ^bSow^ confirm

oi !DC-n-rt iTn CUPPT
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this.

TGI cells, either untransformed or harbouring pUC19,

PUC119, pUC19 NQlO-12,5 chimaeric VHCHl and pUCllQ

5 NQIO.12.5 chimaeric VHCHl were grown to mid-log phase at

37 •C in 2YT medium, without antiboitic for TGI or

containing lOOpg/ml ampicillin and 1% glucose for the

recombinants. Cultures were then diluted to contain ca.

10^ cells/ml using the approximation O.D.500 1.0=5 .10

10 colony forming units (cfu)/ml, and fd-D06 phage added to

3.10^ tetracycline resistance transducing units (TU,

assayed on TGI) per ml. After incubation at 37 •C for 30

minutes, dilutions were plated on 2yT agar containing

15pg/ml tetracyclin and 1% glucose and incubated at 37 •C

15 overnight to give the number of successful infection

events (=number of tet^ colonies). The result is shown
graphically in fig. 10. There is little difference in

titre when fd-DOG phage infect TGI cells or TGI cells

containing pUC19- the titre is equal to the number of

20 input cells (since in this experiment phage were in

excess). However, when the host cell contains pUC119 (or

any vector based on pUC119) the number of healthy tet^

colonies (2-3mm diameter) is reduced ca. 100-fold, and

there are now numerous tiny colonies (0.3-0. 5mm

25 diameter). These small colonies do not grow in liquid

culture with tetracycline, and, as the number of

small-flarge colonies=input number of cells it is believed

that they are infection events in which the phage has not
established.

30
The presence of an antibody heavy chain in pUC19 or

pUC119 has little effect on yield of tet^ colonies after

infection with fd-DOG. Similar interference is observed

when M13 is substituted for fd-DOG and the number of

35 successful infection events assayed by plaque numbers

(fig .10). The ability to recover functional antibody on

the surface of phage was then tested - sections i and J

below.

40 i) Rescue of Fab phage

The following rescues were set up; all chains are

NQIO.12.5 chimaeras:

45 pUC19 Heavy chain X fd-DOG-Light chain
pUC119 Heavy chain X fd-DOG-Light chain
pHEN Heavy chain X fd-DOG-Light chain
pHEN Light chain X fd-DOG-Heavy chadLn

pHEN Light chain X fd-DOG-Light chain

50 pHEN Heavy chain X fd-DOG-Heavy chain

Host cells (HB2151 for pHEN-1, TGI for pUC

)

CI iRQTfTI fTP SHEET
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15

20

;Sp«p.Xene^^^^^aXc^"^^^^ ttr^

^LeSi^ iJ^ti at 37-C without shying for

?r^^^ lath rapid shaking for another 30 mins.

l^li^'^BretteS pelleted by centrifugatlon
*'00^^.f

kia^reS^lvT^S^aiS'ng^OoS^i!
SSS^' <tS 'g?:SLe'">''lhd^. and grown with

Vigorous shaking overnight at 37 c.

The next day, cells were pelleted by centrifugatlon

at 4^0xT foT zO nins at and
^Jf

supernatant

Ssas^ for^the presence of functional antibody by ELISA.

J) ELISA

25 1. coat plate (Falcon 3912) with W of P^X-BSA

(14:1 -substitution) per well at 10 \xg/wl, in PBS.

Leave oveamight at room temp.

2. Rinse wells 3x with PBS and blc^ 1^.^
^00 pi per

30 well of 2% Marvel/PBS, for 2 hrs at 37 C.

3. Rinse wells 3x with PBS, then add 25 ill 10%

Marvel/PBS to all wells.

35 4 Add lOOiil culture supernatant to the appropriate

wells. Mix, leave 2 hrs room temp.

5 wash out wells 3 times with PBS, 0.05% Tween 20 and

3 tlSes with PBS. Add lOOiil sheep anti-M13

40 LtSS^ diSted l:1000 In 2% Marvel/PBS Into each

well, incubate at room temp, for 1.5 nrs.

fi wash out wells 3 times with PBS, 0-05*^^®^.?°^?^?
S Sm^ with PBS. Pipette lOOjil of 1:5000 dilutxon

45 of^^i-siiSp igG antibody (peroxldase-conjugated,

Sigma), incubate at room temp, for l.Shrs.

7 Discard 2nd antibody, and wash wells 3 times with

PBS, 0.05% Tween 20 and 3 times wxth PBS.
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salt) tablet to 20inl 50 mM citrate buffer, pH4.5.

(50 mM citrate buffer, pH4.5 is made by mixing equal

volumes 50 mM trisodium citrate and 50 mM citric

acid)

.

5
9. Add 20jil 30% hydrogen peroxide to the above solution

immediately before dispensing.

10. Add 100|il of the above solution to each well. Leave

10 room temp. 30 mins.

11. Quench by adding 50pl 3.2mg/ml sodium fluoride.

Read at 405mm.

15 Note 1 ; 'Marvel' is dried milk powder. PBS is 5.84g

NaCl, 4.72g Na2HP04 and 2.64g NaH2P04.2H20,

pH7.2, in 1 litre.

The result is shown in figure 11, where it can be

20 seen that whether the resident replicon is a plasmid or a

phagemid has a significant effect on the amount of

antibody rescued by fd-DOG carrying the complementary

chain. The signal generated from cells carrying the

heavy chain on pUC19 is ca. lOx that from cells carrying

25 this chain on pUC119 when rescued with fd-DOG carrying

the light bhain. pHEN gives similar results to pUC119,

when the heavy chain is expressed in pHEN and the light

chain on fd-DOG, and vice versa. Although weak, the

signal is specific since no antibody is produced when the

30 incoming phage carries the same chain as that on pHEN.

Clearly, the use of phage carrying one chain to rescue

phagemid carrying the complementary chain does work,

though the system would benefit from manipulation of

phage or phagemid replicons to alleviate interference.

35 An alternative is to use a plasmid vector in conjunction

with phage which will result in selection of just one of

the two chains. Such a strategy is used in example 2.
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Example 2: polycombinatorial Libraries

in l:his example a human ^r.^^^^? f^l^'t^l
fd-DOG carrying the human ^Hl

^^SS^ is cloned into

5 d^aain). The reprtoire of Ixght c^^^ ^
PUC19 fTan^ed by an Sfi site at

^S^Sl^d^- £.d No?SSi at the other.

Fd-DOG hea^r. P^^es^lti^rph^ge'S?^^^

antigen. The ^^^fYJ.^t^th primers incorporating Asc I

way ^^^^Z^^itl^%t.jt fJ^ni:s cloned alongside «ie

.^e?^^te^.^"^t^^^r^^^^ -I
SS^^d^Lu^Sn^sirw^ SSgi 'after rescue with

helper phage.

the c-terminal cysteine.

sections a and b below <ie3crlJbe^construct^^

fd-DOG derivative ^
c«ntai«dng^h^^elW Sections

which the natural Apa LI site ^ ^
e to g cover P'^J^f^°"delcrSi h^these repertoires

SrS°iSS-tol1^^ ^sp^^Sf^tibody fragments.

a) construction of AApa LI version of CHI

construction of a A^a LI version^ o^^ ^l^^ls

described here. ''^l^^°^^^^^°l^icyx^ton of a new
since the ^^^^^ ^I'^^^. ^ino^ ot the Apa LI site
phagemid ^lo^^^SJ^? ?n t^e p?^eSre. The new phagemid

fonSSnSSr t^ v£?ion of CHI was used as

template in the next section.

Apa LI site and
*^^ere pSormed and the two

extension*

50 RJBXH0BM2C in (Table 1). Templat*

Ji^^SSfFS ^mT^-lyso^ Fab has tbe s».e

15

20

25

30

35
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human IgG CHI domain as pUC19 Fab NQIO.12.5 described in

example 1. PGR conditions were as described in Example

1, except that the annealing temperature was 55 •C and

extension was at 72 •C for 1 minute. The resulting

5 fragments were purified for assembly as follows;

1. To isolate small fragments for assembly-PCR, the

PCR-mixes are collected in one tube and
electrophoresed on a 2% LGT (low gelling

10 temperature) agarose gel with TBE buffer,

2. These fragments are purified using SPIN-X coltimns

( Costar )

.

15 3, The gel slice is loaded into the cartridge of a

SPIN-X column and frozen in dry ice for 10-15 min.

4. Thaw tube and repeat freezing step (optional).

20 5. Spin in a microfuge (appr. 13,000 r.p.m. ) for 15-30

min.

6. Precipitate the filtrate by adding 1/10 vol. 3M
sodium acetate, pH5.2, and 2,5 vol. ethanol.

25
7. Chill 'on dry ice for 15 min, spin at 13,000 r.p.m.

for 10 min at 4''C»

8. Wash the pellet in 1 ml 70% ethanol and dry iinder

30 vacuum.

9. Dilute purified linker into 5 pi water or TE per

original 50 pi PGR, and measure concentration on

gel.
35

These fragments are then joined by PGR. A 50 pi PGR

reaction is set up as before, this one containing 5 pi

each fragment but no primers. The reaction is held at

95*G for 5 mins, then cycled at 94*C 1 min, 68'C 1 min

40 and 72 •C 1 min, seven times. RJHXHOBACK and
HU6ICYSASGN0TF0R flanking oligonucleotides were then

added under the oil and the reaction cycled another 10

times using the same conditions to amplify those
molecules that have correctly assembled. The reaction

45 product was phenol extracted and ethanol precipitated

then digested with Xho I and Asc I and gel-purified, all

inider standard conditions.

A second fragment containing the entire glll leader

50 plus polylinker of fd-D06 was also amplified. Fd-DOG DNA

was amplified with primers G3LASGGTGBAGK and fdseq, cut

with Asc I and Not I and gel-purified, all as described
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10

15

in example 1-

A 3-waY ligation was set up with equimolar

SZ«Jffnf^ The resulting mixture was transformed into TGI

T-o«a-trrietion enzyme analysis (SambrooK er ax. \±vovj

^Lrf The iirt^ity wai verified by DNA sequencing
supra.). ^2 •T^^^7tqog^ suora.) and a representative

^?SS"S2led%Si ctiglllL ^Si; carries thi C^l domain

I^S wSih the inteiial Apa LI site has been removed.

b) Insertion of CHI domain into fdDOG

- ^^^^^ S ?^^S^^|ne*^£ue3a^.

^r?2?or i^^iu^lTfor cloning of the repertoire

25 of VH aoaaija as Apa ll-Sal I fragMnti.

SOno of pjm OrlglUI. template DNA was PGR ™Pl"i??

f VrSSrs^POO^SS^a^l^i^:

tik Ll and Not I using conditions a=?°^^Ji
2r~ TT-Mot I fraament was then cloned into oie

35 prJpaStion'of Apa Ll" Not I -cut fd-DC^
^iJ^/JSSS

fo? the experiments described in example 1, ^nd Ixgated

aSI transformed into TGI using the same procedures.

The seauence of the vector was verified by DNA

- I» I"^a?;d^%r^i ViYaJnSSl "pVt^^g

IISLor^s then CsCl-purified (Sambrook J. et al, 1989,

cnSaT Sd ^t with Apa LI and sal I. Both enzymes were

|SS'Nerl.S^^d"'B\oL^s and sequential ^fjestions js^
0.4 units enzyme/ta performed at 37 C xn the butrers

provided by the manufacturer (see example 1).

50 c) Preparation of cDNA ten^late

500ml of blood, containing approximately lO^ B-
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lymphocytes, was obtained from 2 healthy volunteers. The

white cells were separated on Ficoll and RNA was prepared

using a modified method (Cathala, G. , J. Savouret, B.

Mendez, B.L. Wesr, M. Karin, J.A. Martial and J.D. Baxter

5 (1983). A method for isolation of intact,
transcriptionally active ribonucleic acid. DNA 2, 329).

Three first strand cDNA syntheses were made as described

by Marks et al (1991, supra) from RNA corresponding to

2.5 X lO'^ B-cells, using an IgM constant region primer

10 for the heavy chains, and a n or X constant region primer

for light chains (Table 1).

d) PCR of Heavy Chains

15 Two preparations of PCR-amplified VH genes were

made. Both preparations used an equimolar mixture of the

HUJHFOR primers (Table 1); in one of the preparations, 6

separate PCR amplifications were performed with each of

the HUVHBACK primers individually (Table 1), and in the

20 other, a single PCR reaction was performed with an

equimolar mix of all 6 HUVHBACK primers. For all seven

PCRs, 50 ]xl reaction mixtures were prepared contaxnlng 5

ul of the supernatant from the cDNA synthesis using the

HUIOIFOR primer, 20 pmol total concentration of the BACK

25 primers, 20 pmol total concentration of the FORWARD

primers, 2S0 pM dNTPs, lOmM KCl, lOmM (NH4)2S04, 20niM

Tris.HCl (pH 8.8), 2.0 mM MgC12, lOOmg/ml BSA and 1 ill (1

units) Vent DNA polymerase (New England Blolabs). The

reaction mixture was overlaid with mineral (paraffin) oil

30 and subjected to 30 cycles of amplification usxng a

Techne PHC-2 thermal cycler. The cycle was 94*C for 1

minute (denaturation), 57"C for 1 minute (annealing) and

72 "C for 1 minute (extension). The products were

pxirified on a 1.5% agarose gel, isolated from the gel by

35 Geneclean (Bio-lOl) and resuspended in 25 ^l of H2O. The

seven products were then pooled and 'pullthrough PCR

reactions performed to attach Apa LI and Sal I

restriction sites.

40 Pullthrough reactions were set up with the primers

HUVHBAAPA (equimolar mix of all 6 primers) and HUJHFORSAL

(equimolar mix of all 4 primers). 50ml reactions of

containing 5ial of the pooled PCR products from the

previous step were amplified using the same conditions as

45 for the primary PCR except that 25 cycles of

amplification were used. The resulting fragments were

digested with Apa LI and Sal I, gel-purified, and the

fragments ligated to Apa LI and Sal I-cut fd-DOG CHI as

previously described. The ligation mixes were phenol-

50 chloroform extracted prior to electroporation into TGI

cells (example 1). Allquots of the transformed cells

were plated on 2yT agar supplemented with 15 mg/ml
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•tetracyclin and grown overnight at 37*C.

e) PGR of Light Chains

5 JC and A.-chain genes were amplified separat^y using

an eOTiilmolar miJrtice of the appropriate family based

ScK^d FoSaRD primers (Table 1). T-^^^T^^.:^^
amplified from the cDNA synthesis using ^O^/^^^l^
using an equimolar mixture of *he 6 mWKBACK

10 orSers in conjunction with the HUCKFORSER primer- X-
cS^ Seiis weri amplified from the cDNA synthesis usxng

the HUCLFOR primer, and amplified using

mixture of the 7 HULBACK 1-6 primers in conjunction witt

Se mJCLFORSER primer. in each case SOjil reaction

15 mJ^tx^s were prepared containing 5jl of t^e supernatant

from the appropriate cDNA synthesis, 20pmol total

csoncentration of the BACK primers, 20 pmol tott^l

cSS^ttatlon of the FORWARD primers, 250pM dNTPs, lOmM

TCI, lOmM (NH4)2S04, 20mM TriS.HCl (pH 8.8) 2.0raM MgC12

looig/ml BSA^iSi im (1 unit) Vent DNA polymerase (New

England Biolabs). The reaction mixture was overlaid with

^iSl (paraffin) oil and subjected to 30 «^cles of

amplification using a Techne thermal °y°^^-
was 94-C for 1 minute (denaturation), 57-C for 1 minute

(annealing) and 72»C for 2.5 minutes (extensicm). W»
products were purified on a 2% agarose 9^1' isolated from

the gel by Geneclean (Bio-101) and resuspended xn 25iil of

H2O.

TWO different pullthrough reactions were now

performed on each of the two light chain preparations .R

iSain genes were amplified in two reactions, using an

J^mo^a^ mixture of the 6 HUVKBASFI primers in

;inTunc?ion"lYth either HUCKFORSERASCNOT or

HOCra-ORSERNOT. X-chain genes were ^^^^P^^f^f^?
reactions using an equimolar mixture of the 7 HUVLBASFi

p??S2s in ^unctioTwith either HUCLFORSER^O^OT or

HUCLFORSERNOT. Pullthrough conditions were performed as

for the primary light chain PCRs above except |5
cvcles of amplification were used. All 4 PGR products

wl?e digested with Nco I and Not I

conditions as used P^^^oxialy (^W^^ l^n^ ^^^^
Those K and X-chain genes a^Pfified «ie SERAS^T
foreward primers were inserted into Nco I-Not I-cut pffiN-

45 lector (prepared using the standard fo«"at ); those

amolified u^ng the SERNOT foreward primers were ins^ed
S?o NCO ^!iol l-cut PUC19 Sfi/Nco/Not/polymyc. Bo^
repertoires were electroporated into TGI by the same

SKs as described in example 1: the ^^^^^^^^^'^^^f
50 were purified by phenol e''*'^'*^*^^^

/J*^. %^i;f"°i
precipitated. The ligated DNA was resusp^ed "V 10>^1 °*

waterT and 2.5iil samples were electroporated into 50^1

20

25

30

35

40
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E.coll TGI , Cells were grown in 1ml SOC for 1 lir and

then plated on 2YT agar with lOOpg/ml ampicillin and 1%

glucose (2YTAG) in 243 x 243 imn dishes (Nunc). Colonies

were scraped off the plates into 10ml 2YTAG and 15%

5 glycerol for storage at -70'C as library stocks.

f ) Selection of Antibody Fragments

The end result of sections a) to e) is the

10 construction of two light chain libraries and one heavy

chain library. The light chain libraries (VLCL) were

cloned as Nco I-Not I fragments in both pHEN-1 and in

pUC19 Sfi-Not polymyc. The VH genes were cloned as Apa

Ll-Sal I fragments in fd-DOG containing a human CHI (C^yD

15 domain from which the natural Apa LI site has been

deleted (fd-DOG 61CH1).

The process is now illustrated schematically in

figure 13. The pUC19 heavy chain library is infected

20 with the heavy chain fd-DOG library and fd phage bearing

heavy and light chain combinations on their surface

produced. These phage are selected on antigen (with

rounds of reinfection of the light chain library and

reselection an option) and the selected heavy chain genes

25 amplified from the phage genome using PCR with primer

G3LASC6TGBACK and fdseq.

The G3LASCGTGBACK primer anneals to fd DNA upstream

of the start of the natural g3 signal sequence and brings

30 in an unique Asc 1 site and a ribosome binding site

(RBS). Fdseq anneals at the 5' end of the structural

part of g3 (i.e. downstream of the signal sequence

cleavage site) which is downstream of the Not I site

flanking the C-vl domain. The PCR fragments therefore

35 contain: Asc I-RBS-g3 leader-VHCHl-Not I. When these

fragments are cloned into the pHEN-1 light chain library

as Asc I-Not I fragments, the heavy chain is fused to g3

of pHEN-1 and the Not I site is flanked by the myc tag

and an amber codon.
40

Phagemid particles produced from these recombinants

in a sup E strain not only bear heavy and light chains on

their surface, they also contain the genes encoding both

heavy and light chain. Selection on antigen one or more

45 times will then result in isolation of functional heavy

and light chain combinations. These clones can then be

screened for antigen binding as soluble fragments when

the phagemids are transferred into a non-suppressor
strain such as HB2151. An efficient selection process

50 would be particularly advantageous in this example.
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Example 3: Soluble Combinatorial Libraries

In this example either the light chain or the fd

fragment of the h^vy chain (i.e. VHCHl) is expressed on

5 phaS particles and the complementary chain provided as a

soluble fragment. The mixture is partially denato^ed

suS^that the chains separate but the domains don't

unfold. The denaturant is then slowly removed by

dialysis, allowing light and heavy chaxns to pack

10 togettier so that they can be selected
"^J

effect of this procedure is that the population of one of

Sr^o chains (whichever is attached to the Phage) is

^uced 'and can then be clo^^t *°9?*^^^2;«f
^

repertoire of partner chains by conventional techniques.

This approach is, theoretically tenable: 1.10^^ TU of

phage provide ca. 10^2 heavy chains if one assumes 2-3

SofSules of heavy chain per phage and «jen^^says for TU

produce a 10-fold underestimate of the absolute number o|

20 phage. One ng of a 25Kd light chain is 2.4.10-«-^

molecules- a 10-fold molar excess.

Clearly, many variations on this theme are possible

once the principle behind it is shown to be correct. For

example t£e positions of heavy and light chains could be

revved afad the chains themselves could derive from

several different sources. For example human fd heavy

SSSTon phage could be mixed with light chains from a

soluble light chain repertoire expressed ^5^^.020.
Alternatively, the light chains could be purified from

human serum.

The following example demonstrates not only that the

principle is valid, but also that the process is

35 surprisingly efficient.

a) Preparation of Heavy Chain Phage

VHCHl NQlO-12.5 in fd-DOG was that constructed in

40 example 1. VHCHl anti-TNF in fd-DOG was "sed as a

negative control- This clone was constructed from a

murine anti-Tumour Necrosis Factor monoclonal a^*?^body.^ VH gene of this antibody was PCR amplified and linked

in frai^e, by PCR. to the human CHI (C^. I) domain from

45 Sxioh the Mtural Apa LI site has been deleted (see

Sample 2) and cloned as Apa LI-Not I fragm^its in

fd-DOG. These phage were grown and concentratea as

described in example 1.

50 b) Preparation of soluble heavy and light chain

MQIO.12.5

25

30
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These were prepared from the parental mouse
monoclonal antibody NQIO.12.5. Culture supernatant was

purified on protein A sepharose and concentrated to

20mg/ml by Amicon ultrafiltration. This was then diluted

5 with an equal volume of IM Tris pHS.O and 1/lOth volume

of IM 2-mercaptoethanol added; this amount of
raercaptoethanol is sufficient to reduce the interchain

but not the intra-chain disulphide bonds. After 1 hour

at room temperature the free thiol groups were alkaylated

10 by addition of 1/lOth volume 1.5M iodoacetamide and

incubation on ice for 1 hour.

The separated chains were purified by gel-filtration

on a Zorbax Biosieves GF250 TSK column (DuPont) connected

15 to an HPLC (Gilson). Two hiindred and fifty pi aliquots

of the reduced mixture were run in 5M Guanidine HCl/20mM

Sodium phosphate^ pH8.0 under the following conditions:

Flow rate = 0*5mls/min; Fraction volume = 0.25mls; chart

20 speed » lOmm/min; detector range « 2.0 (2B0nm); pressure
e up to lOOOpsl; run time = 30 minutes.

Peak fractions were analysed by SDS-PAGE and those
fractions with pure heavy and light chain used in mixing

25 experiments.

c) Recombination of Chains

The following mixes were set up:

30
NQIO.12.5 Heavy chain phage + Soluble NQIO.12.5 Heavy

chain

NQIO.12.5 Heavy chain phage + Soluble NQIO.12.5 Light

35 chain

NQIO.12.5 Heavy chain phage only

anti-TNF Heavy chain phage + Soluble NQIO.12.5 Heavy

40 chain

anti-TNF Heavy chain phage + Soluble NQIO.12.5 Light

chain

45 anti-TNF Heavy chain phage only

In each case, I.IO^^ T.U. of phage were mixed with

25>ig, lOpg, 5]ig or Ipg of purified soluble light chain

and made to 5M Guanidine HCl/20mM Sodium phosphate, pH

50 8.0 in 900}il final volume. These samples were then

placed in a Pierce Microdialyzer System 500 sealed with

Visking tubing (No. 2, Medicell Ltd., London Nl ILX,
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Enaland). Samples were dialysed against 3 changes of

Soi^Tris-HCl, PH7.4 at 4'C for 48 hours and used in

ELISA.

over the course of the eacperiment.

^°
d) ELISA showing functionality of refolded antibodies

The efficiency of refolding was assayed by ELISA

nhOX-B^ which detects correctly refolded

^^fi-^^ ^ SJ7= SfisA was performed in the same was as

^«lSd iS i^il 1 ^tS? key observation is that

f^SiS^ antfSSy is indeed recovered when h^vy ch^
NOiO 12 5 Phage are mixed with purified NQIO.12.5 lig^t

^S;T; in fact there is little difference in sxgnal

^?SAed ov^^e range of light

Sown *o 1^5;^^ 'St^'^e f^^^esultt^'Sf slJf^ ?S

itTl2 i^^YsTvid^l frS 1:l2?««t the stimulation is

f ;iu;elv spJoific: stimulation is only seen when heavy

2S4x ptoge are mixed with anti-OX light chain-
° ^4^^t«ori^ seST when heavy chain anti-OX phage
no stimulatton ^ anti-OX phage mixed with

^i?«Sie Lti-OX h^w Neither is iy stimulation

s2S wheTiti-^^ea^ chain phage used aloneor

30 beSi iSSted with anti-OX heavy or light chaxn. Only
^ ShS SrcS^ heavy and light combination is used is a

functional antibody produced.

This experiment demonstrates that ^^°''^f\''%l^l
^^Te7«^v^ well The light chains could derxve from

SSr iofices su^di ^ frS. a library constructed in

? or from serum antibody. The process will also
E.coli or Koinserum

reversed with respect

loiti'^If i^. li^ ^ain on phage and soluble heavy

40 chain.

15

20

25
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Example 4: Humanising rodent antibodies using
polycombinatorial libraries and CDR
ia^rinting

5 CDR3 of the heavy chain is generally found to be the

most variable of all CDRs in terms of both length and

sequence, and can make important contacts with antigen

(Winter, G. and Milstein C. Man-made Antibodies. (1991)

Nature 349, 293-299). This is an important consideration

10 when humanising, which can be by CDR-grafting or chain-

shuffling (PCT/GB91/01134). The applicants have realised

that it may be advantageous to apply the
polycombinatorial approach to humanising by a chain-

shuffling process in which the VHCDR3 sequence of the

15 rodent antibody is imprinted upon the human VH segments.

In this example a mouse anti-HIV gpl20 monoclonal

antibody was humanised. The VH domain of this mouse

antibody was fused to the hiiman Cyl domain and cloned

20 into pUC19Sfi/Not/polymyc.

A repertoire of naive human light chains cloned as

g3 fusions in fd-DOG was then infected into the cells

carrying the chimaeric heavy chain, and phage selected on

25 antigen. These phage have both heavy and light chains on

their stirffice, though the phage genome encodes just the

light chain; this is not a problem since the only heavy

chain is the ot» provided.

30 Light c3hains selected this way were then paired with

a library of naive human VH domains, PCR-amplifxed xn

such a way that CDR3 of the human antibodies were

replaced with that of the original mouse heavy chain.

Section a) deals with construction of a chimaeric

Fab fragment in which the mouse F58 VH and VL domains are

fused to human CHI and CK sequences. This clone was used

in early characterisation of the antibody and served as a

template for subsequent PCR amplification of the heavy

chain, which was then cloned into pUC19 Sfi-Not polymyc

as a Pstl-Not X fragment (section b). Section c)

describes construction of a human light chain repertoire

in fd-DOG, which was then infected into cells containing

the chimaeric heavy chain on pUC19 (section d). The

45 resulting phage were panned against the peptide (section

e) and the selected light chains PCR-amplified and cloned

as Asc I-Not I fragments alongside the chimaeric heavy

chain (section f) and assayed for their ability to bind

antigen by ELISA (section g). Selected light chains were

50 recloned in pUC (section h) and naive human VH domains

amplified with a mutagenic primer imposing the F58 cdrj

sequence on the domains, and the resulting fragments

35

40
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a) Cloning of F58 Chimaerlc Heavy Chain

10 1) ePMA synthesis and primary PGR

Five ml of cultured hybridoma cells (approximately 2

nnfi ilTiot were washed in PBS, pelleted, resuspended in

15 boiled for 5 minutes. After oOTttifugatimi, 68

boilate' "P?™=^»* JTuli^otl^ ^t^e^coSSS^

DTT 500UM deoxythymidine t3^iP*^°sphate, 500^M

Four 111 (lOO unixs;
ZX^^Ji -r^Actrlon incubated

Se-S^ i« ana' centrifuged for 5 ^utes. The

S^^tant was then used li«Mdiately for PCR.

fe^^i 5^°lSci?:"lV5pa^S'BL"'20iS2feSof
(PH8.3), 1.=™ , l^jorward and back primers

^= fSSSS T e"*^? (llfl) i«.ra) and Ipl <=
-^Jj)4fe^'a,uati=us (Ta,^ OK^^^ly-"^^^

*° SrinSS?e™fd1nr^io^-5S.rf?^"l7in^t^for 7o.p for 1 minute (extension). The
(annealing) and 72 C tor x miwi-''

^ -„arose ael.
product was analyzed by running 5 ^il on ^2% agarose gex.

Shi remainder was extracted twice with ether, once witn

phLo^jS^^fo^, ethanol precipitated and resuspended

in 50 111 of H2O.

ii) rinntna and seT^'*»«^»° °f amnHfled VH and Vk DNA

=n The amolified VH DNA was digested with Psti and
^

B^tElf oSfled on a 2% low melting point agarose gel

aS SiaSrSlo M13VHPCR1 digested with PstI and BstElI

45
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fOrlandi R D.H. Gussow, P.T. Jones and G. Winter

1989).
' Cloning immunoglobulin variable ^oaaisis for

depression by the polymerase chain reaction. ffP^-gatl-
Acad Sci USA 86 (10), 3833-7). The amplxfied VK DNA

5 wS digested with Uuii and Bgl II and ligated into

M13VKPOT1 digested with Pvu II and Bel I. The ligation

mixSeTwerf used to transform competent TGI cells Two

Sones from separate amplifications were sequenced for

eacS VH^d chain using the dideoxynucleotide chain

10 termination method.

lii) Generation n£ an Fab construct for expression in

E.coli

15 A chimaeric Fab containing the F58 variable domains

and the human IgGl CHI and Ck domains was constructed by

iinatina the F58 V-domains into a vector containing the

doLSI. M13VHPCR1 containing the F58 VH^
dlTOSted with PstI and BstEII. The resulting F58yH

20 frigment was then purified on a 1.5% agarose gel

isolated from the gel with Geneclean and ligated xnto

pMbDl'.? digestid with PstI
J,^*^?J3^°2t

has the same constant domains and restriction sites as

FabNQlO-12.5 described in example 1 - in fact

25 FSbNQlO.12.5 was constructed using the constant domains

pjM-1 FabDl.3. The ligation mixture was used to

transform competent E.coli N4830-1 cells (fo^^sman M.E.

Adhva S. and Das, A. (1980) J.Mol.Biol. 140, 57-75) and

cloSw containing the F58 VH identified by restriction

30 SS??^is?f^ DlS.. The F58 Vk was amplified by PCR with

the primers Vk2BACK and Vk3F0R2 (Claokswi, T. et al

(1991) supra) using M13VkPCR containing the F58 Vk as

template. The PCR product was digested with Sad and

XhSi purified on a 1.5% agarose gel, isolated from the

35 gel with Geneclean and ligated into pJM-1 Fab vector

SntaTning the F58 VH digested with Sad and Xhol. The

lioation mixture was used to transform competent E.coli

N4830-1 cSis and clones containing the F58 Vk identified

by restriction analysis of FF DNA.

b) PGR and Cloning of F58 Chimaeric Heavy Chain

The F58 chimaeric heavy chain was PCR amplified from

F58 Fab clone DNA, using the procedure described in

45 examde 1 and using the primers VH1BACKSFI15 and

SShIFORASCNOT (Table 1). The resulting ca. 700bp

?«Sent^a8 digksled with Pst I and Not I and cloned

In?r Pst I and Not l-cut pUC19Sfi/Not/polyi^c Plasmjd

using standard procedures (Sambrook, J. et al 1989,

50 supra, and example 1).

c) construction of Light Chain Repertoire
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The liQht chain repertoire was constructed using the

concUtions as described in example 2,

SSS ";^""2ilpSon"°^t'= ?SI pullthrough was performed

using the following primers:

^
Xchains: HUVLBAAPA (equlmolar mix of 1-6) & HUCLFORSERNOT

Kchains: HUVKBAAPA (equlmolar mix of 1-6) & HUCKFORSERNOT

10 PGR products were digested with Apa LI ^J^^^ l
using the "^standard format and doned into Apa "and Not

l-nut fd-DOG as described in examples 1&2. Phage were

prIpLed feom the library clones as descriijed if^exa^
l3 ^ used to infect cells containing the heavy chain

15 (see below).

d) Production of Shuffled Fab Phage

cells containing the F58 chimaerlc heavy chain were
co«i«ijai**a

2YTAG and 500 ul added to
20 grown overnight at 37 c in .^xiavj oiiu. >-

lomls fresh 2YTAmp medium, prewarmed to 37 C, in a

^nUioai flik cells were grown with shakxng to

of^*. 0.5 before adding a total of lOH phage

f^^^the light chain repertoire. The culture was left at

25 |5^C for 45 minutes without shaking then shaken

^goro,^ly-for ^ther 45 minutes at 37'C before adding

tetracyllne to ISpg/ml and shaking overnight.

Phaae were harvested by PEG precipitation of the

30 cultur^^supe^atant as previously described (examples

1&2) and used for selection experiments.

e) Panning of Shuffled Fab Phage

sequence:

CTRPNNNTRRSIRIQRGPGRAFVTK^IGNMRQAHCN

JL^ The Dhaoe eluted from the tubes were used to re-

infec? fr£S cells containing the F58 chimaerlc heavy

cSa!?^ the pannlng/re-infectlon procedure repeated

another three times.

50 f) Recloning of Selected Li^t Chains

selected light chains were PCR-amplifled from fd-DOG
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15

light chain DNA using the P^oc^^^^^^d^^or^d in^^^^
1 and primers G3LASCGTGBACK and HUCLFORSERNOT or

HUCKFORSERNOT. The G3LASCGTGBACK P^^^^fj^f^^'^f^''^
Of the translational start of the glll sxgnal in fd, and

K K^4Tvr»« 4n an Asc I site and a ribosome bxndxng sxte
' T^V. ?he^ f'^a^ai^ts vS^re digested with Asc I and Not

I and cloned into Asc I and Not I-cleaved pUC19F58

ila^Sd (as shown in fig 13) so as to create a cistron

enablino soluble Fab to be produced. This was analysed

10 ?Sr ptStide binding in ELISa'^ and bound antibody detected

b? virtSe of the «^ tag peptide on the end of the light

chain.

g) ELISa

This was performed as described below.

1 Inoculate lOOul 2xTy, 100 jig/ml ampicillin, 1%

gJScose in 96-well plates ( 'cell wells' Nuclon) and

20 grow with shaking (300 rpm) overnight at 37 c.

2 use a 96-well transfer device to transfer small

JnLila from this plate to a second 96-well plate

containing 200ul fresh 2xTY, lOOug/ml ampicillin,

25 ^1% gluOTse p£r well. Grow at 37-C, shaking until

OB fiSnnris approximately 0.9 (about 3 hrs). To

?he^2g£S!s of the original plate, add 25ixl 60%

glycerol per well and store at -70*C.

30 3. Add 25m 2XTY, 100,ig/ml ampicillin,
9?«Jna°a4^IS^i

concentration 1 mM IPTG). Continue shaking at 30_c

for a further 16 to 24 hrs.

4. Spin 4,000 rpm for lOmin and use lOOpl supernatant

35 in ELISA.

5. coat plate (Falcon 3912) with 50m Pef weji ^
peptide at lOug/ml in water. Leave overnight at

room temperalnire.

6. Rinse wells 3x with PBS, and block with 200^1 per

well of 1% BSA/PBS, for 1 hr at 37«C.

7. Rinse wells 3x with PBS, then add 25i»l 6% BSA/PBS to

45 all wells.

R Add lOOul culture supernatant containing soluble Fab

to the appropriate wells. Mix, leave 1.5 hrs room

temp.

^° Q Discard test solution, and wash out wells 3 times

wi?h PBS, 0.05% Tween 20 and 3 times with PBS.

40
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temp, for 1.5 hrs.

tin.es with PBS, T«e«x zo mi
anti-mouse

^° .^rh^roiid'ase-conjugated anti-mouse
antibody (peroxiaase ^ neroxidase
immunoglobulins , c?ficr A-

10 conjugated anti-mouse IgG, ^
2554). incubate at room temp, for 1.5 hrs.

11 Discard 2nd antibody, and wash w^ls 3 times with

PBS? 0.05% Tween 20 and 3 times with PBS.

15 - n^rr ARTS f2.2'-azino bis(3-

acid).

13 Add 2nl 30% hydrogen peroxide to the above solution

immediately before dispensxng.

25
14 Add lOOul of the above solution to each well. Leave

at room temp. 20-30 mins.

15. Quench by adding SO^a 3.2mg/«l sodium fluoride.

30 Read at 405nia-

Note 1;

r?^'"Sis °-"u=SnTand grow with shaking
35 raoornm) 37'C, shaking until O.D.gQOnm H

ipprS^tS 0'.9 (about 6 hrs). Continue with

step 3.

Vh.^ IotIs ot glucose present in

iS'^Sta^iS^ ^»"Sang ^
time the inducer (IPTG) is added.

^.2, iA 1 litrl. BSA is Bovine Serum Albumin.

50 h) Subcloning Selected Light Chains

Light Chains were PCR-amplified from DNA of selected
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clones using an equimolar mix of the 7 HUVLBASFI primers

in conjunction with HUCLFORSERASCNOT or an equimolar mix

of the 6 HUVKBASFI primers in conjunction with
HUCKFORSERASCNOT as described in example 2. PGR

5 fragments were cut with Sfi I and Not I and cloned into

Sfi I and Not I-cut pUC19Sfi/Not/polymyc then transformed

into TGI.

The panning/infection process described above is

10 essentially repeated again, this time with the positions

of the heavy and light chains reversed.

i) CDR-io^rinting VH

15 VH domains were amplified from the pooled primary

PGR material described in example 2. Six separate
pullthrough reactions were performed with the mutagenic
F58GRAFTJH4SAL primer and each of the HUVHBAAPAl-6
primers individually. Conditions for the pullthrough

20 were the same as in example 2(d) except that the

annealing temperature was lowered to 45 'C.

The resulting VH fragments were pooled and cut with

Apa LI and Sal I using standard conditions and cloned

25 into Apa LI and Xho I-cut fd-DOG-GlCHl using standard

protocols -(Sal 1 and Xho I produce compatible CTAG

overhangs). Phage were prepared from this library as

described above, this time using the heavy chain phage to

infect cells carrying the selected light chains expressed

30 in pUC19Sfi/Not/polyiryc.

j) Screening of Final Heavy-Light Combinations

The end result of this process is a pool of selected

35 heavy chains and a pool of selected light chains. These

are now combined at random. Heavy chain clones are now
PCR-amplified using an equimolar mix of all 6 HUVHBACKSFI

primers in conjunction HUCHIFORASCNOT using the procedure
described in example 1. These fragments are cut with Sfi

40 I and Asc I and gel-purified using standard procedures

(Example 1), then ligated to equimolar quantities of Asc

I-Not I-cut light chains produced in step f) above and

Sfi I and Not I-cut pUC19Sfi/Not/polymyc vector, also

produced earlier. Alternatively, these Sfi I-Asc I

45 fragments replaced the F58 heavy chain in the constructs

shown at the end of fig 13 (A). These constructs were

then transformed into TGI and analysed for peptide

binding activity by ELISA as described above.

50 The end-products are completely human Fab fragments

with the same or similar antigen-specificity as the

parent rodent antibody.
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Example 5 ^ f^v. Fraamen ^-'= npirived from the

5 Pl^' rSS^f constructs (see figure 18) «ere ?.ade *rem

rV 1QRR Q^ae above) from the mouse anti-pnOx (^^-pnenyx o

312^
'xT^in 10 «nd attached to human Ck and CHI ( 1

which normally rorm a
, ^^^m Hn-hh -the constant

IT bv PGR to introdxice a NotI restrxction sxte ^t: -fche^

MNOTTOK witi VHIbXcKAPA (or VH1BACKSFI15) we« us^for PO^

heaw r;h?^"s (construct IIXJ, tji.j^<=*
^

M^^APA MVKBASFI) for light chains (construct IV).

^^^?he JiS-chain Fv version of NQIO.12.5 (construct I)

the h^v?^ (VH ) and light chain (Vk) variable domains

S?nerb/r7leSL lin.e/(Gly^^^^^^

30 Proc. Natl. Acad. Sex. USA 85 ^879 5883^ ^^lap
constructed from construct ^"„J»y2/01047 The assLble^

SLiSli'fS wi4 p°rim^s' vSf2N0T a^S BACKAPA

fT^^B^^r^i'^^o^^^ ^or Cloning into

35 fa-CAT2 (ApaU-HotI) or pHENl (Sfil-Hoti).

VHIBAOOPA.S'-CM GAC CM ASLSSS^ GT(C/6) (A/C)A(A/G) CTG

^g^^??5'5-S ATG ACT CGC r^r (Tft r^ff (gT GGC

^nSSo^I'^ CGA TTC TGS.gSC^ TOA CTO TCC GCO OTT GAA

OCT CTT TGT GAC; - j^^r GAG CTC ACC CAG TCT CCA;

SJi?ti-S5 ^^^^.r^CWro ATG GCC GAC ATT

^riSSrti^-Si ?SJ^ ccG TTT CAO ore gag ctt ggt ccc.

Restriction sites are underlined.
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tetracycline^ and used directly in ELISA. Phagemid pHENl (and
pHENl-I and II) in E.coli TGI (supE) were grown overnight in
2 ml 2kTY medium, 100 pg/ml ampicillin, and 1% glucose
(without glucose, expression of g3p prevents later

5 superinfection by helper phage }• 10]il of the overnight
culture was used to innoculate 2 ml of 2xTY medium, lOOpg/ml
ampicillin, 1% glucose, and shaken at 37 ''C for 1 hour. The
cells were washed and resuspended in 2xTy, 100 ]xg/ml
ampicillj^n, and aphaganid particles rescued by adding 2 ]xl

10 (10®pfu) VCSM13 helper phage ( Stratagene ) . After growth for
one hour, 4)il kanamycin (25 rog/ml) was added, and the culture
grown overnight. The phagemid particles were concentrated 10**

fold for ELISA by precipitation with polyethylene glycol.
ELISA

15 Detection of phage binding to 2-phenyl-5-oxazolone (phOx) was
performed as in example 9. 96*well plates were coated with
10 |JLg/ml phOx-BSA or 10 pg/ml BSA in PBS overnight at room
temperature, and blocked with PBSS containing 2% skimmed milk
powder. Phage (mid) supernatant (50 }xl) mixed with 50 ]il PBS

20 containing 4% skimmed milk powder was added to the wells and
assayed. To detect binding of soluble scFv or Fab fragments
secreted from pHENl, the c-myc peptide tag described by Munro
and Pelham 1986 supra, was detected using the anti-myc
monoclonal 9E10 (Evan, G. I. et al. Mol Cell Biol 5 3610-3616,

25 1985) followed* by detection with peroxidase-conjugated goat
anti*mouse immonoglobulin. Other det:ails are as in example
9.

The constructs in fdDOGl and pHENl display antibody
fragments of the surface of filamentous phage. The phage

30 vector, fd-D061 (figure 16) is based on the vector fd*-tet
(Zacher, A. N. et al. Gene 9 127-140, 1980) and has
restriction sites (ApaLI and NotI) for cloning antibody genes
(or other protein) genes for expression as fusions to the N-
terminus of the phage coat protein g3p. Transcription of the

35 antibody-g3p fusions in fd-DOGl is driven from the gene III
promoter and the fusion protein targetted to the periplasm by
means of the g3p leader. Fab abd scFv fragments of NQIO.12.5
cloned into fd-DOGl for display were shown to bind to phOx-BSA
(but not BSA) by ELISA (table 2). Phage were considered to

40 be binding if A405 of the sample was at least 10-fold greater
that the background in ELISA.

The phagemid vector, pHENl (fig. 17), is based upon
pUC119 and contains restriction sites (Sfil and NotI) for
cloning the fusion proteins. Here the transcription of

45 antibody-g3p fusions is driven from the inducible lacZ
promoter and the fusion protein targetted to the periplasm by
means of the pelB leader. Phagemid was rescued with VCSM13
helper phage in 2xTY medium containing no glucose or IPTG:
under these conditions there is sufficient expression of

50 antibody-gSp. Fab and scFv fragments of NQIO.12.5 cloned into
pHENl for display were shown to bind to phOx-BSA (but not BSA)
by ELISA (Table 2) using the same criterion as above.

An alternative methodology for preparing libraries of
Fab fragments expressed on the surface of phage would be tor
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1 Prepare a library of phage expressing heavy chain

fVHCH) genes from inserts in the phage genome.
^VHCH)

g^J^ library of light chai^ SFenes in a plamad

LoressiSn vector in E.coli, preferably a phag^id, and

5 SoSS Se Soluble protein light chins espresed from thxs

library^^^^
the soluble protein light chains fromt he library

to the heavy chain library displayed on phage. ^^.^.^to the
^22t^age with the desired properties of affinity

'°
SSsl'^ifSS^e the heavy chain (VHCH) g^es.

5 Isolde the light chain genes encoding xght ^x"?
which fom suitable antigen binding sites in ^ombinatxon wxth

?te sele^d heavy chains, preferably by using superinfection

1^ «?^ba^S TOntaining phagemid expressing the Ixght chain,

^^Sfl^^g^'^SSSy«^e^ selected heavy chain and then

assaying for antigen binding.

^gj:^nHn»on.Td Enar^^^r^rr . C^s TTT protein Fiision with

on ^rr^Tnnri-- TTrn-n- r.^ qhh Chains Phage Kncodinq _the

'

!^ n.offhJ,-irTiift to Mei^^- Dual Comh1 narnrial Wf^t^

*^ tL^i lf?S^ Sd\f|SrS>a°£i expresses f««,

liSiL^ilis a?S reslued as above --^P* ""IJ^,^"i^?S
used exDressing partner chains as fusions to g3p (lo

?SdoS-?v^III rl£,ectively) and 2 txl tetracycline (12.5

35 mg/ml, in^ace of^^^^^^
Heavy and Lijht C^jns

togeth^ ^ sa^^CTor^
(construct III) was cloned

40 SJo^^NrCtTprotTde soSb!e fragments) and the light chain

tSoSsSt IV) Sto fd-DOGl (to make the fusion with gSp).

iSI^SSLd p^l-III, grown in E.coli HB2151 (nop-supressor)

was res^d with fd-DOGl-IV phage, and phage(mxd) shown to

S?Sd?o p^k:Sa, but not to BSA (Table 2). This demonstra^s

soliSle light chain is correctly associating wxth the

SS^ cSfatx anchored to the gSp, since neither heavy chain nor

iioht chain alone bind antigen (Table 2).
light Chain a^

^^g^^s were obtained in the reverse experiment

(with phagemid pHEN-l-IV and fd-CAT2-III phage) in wjxch the

Kn ohSn was produced as a soluble molecule and the light
50 heavy c^^^^J'^ P„ °rr 2) Hence a Fab fragment is

'^'^^'-^Hi^f^^^hrsiSace ?f phag; by fusion of either heavy

Trnl^i^^Sl^^'loTsl is secreted

using the same or another vector (figure 19).
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The resul1:ing phage population is a mixture of phage
abd rescued phagemid. The ratio of the two types of particle
was assessed by infecting log phase E.coli TGI and plating on
TYE plates with either 15 ug/ml tetracycline (to select for

5 fd-DOGl) or 100 jig/ml ampicillin (to select for pHENl). The
titre of fd-DOGl phage was 5 x 10^^ TU/ml and the titre of
pHENl 2 X 10^^ TU/ml, indicating a packaging ratio of 25 phage
per phagemid.

Demonstrated here is an alternative strategy involving
10 display of the heterodimeric antibody Fab fragments on the

surface of phage. One of the chains is fused to g3p and the
other is secreted in soluble form into the periplasmic space
of the E.coli where it associates non-covalently with the g3p
fusion, and binds specifically to antigen. Either the light

15 or heavy chain can be fused to the g3p: they are displayed on
the phage as Fab fragments and bind antigen (Figure 19).
Described are both phage and phagemid vectors for surface
display. Phagemids are probably superior to phage vectors for
creation of large phage display libraries. Particularly in

20 view of their higher transfection efficiencies (Two to three
orders of magnitude higher), allowing larger libraries to be
constructed. The phagemid vector, pHENl also allows the
expression of soluble Fab fragments in non-suppressor E.coli.

Also demonstrated here is that heavy and light chains
25 encoded on the same vector (construct II), or on different

vectors (constructs III and IV) can be displayed as Fab
fragments. This offers two distinct ways of making random
combinatorial libraries for display. Libraries of heavy and
light chain genes, amplified by VCR, could be randomly linked

30 by a 'PGR assembly' process (example 14 of WO 92/01047) based
on 'splicing by overlap extension', cloned into phage(mid)
display vectors and expressed from the same promoter as part
of the same transcript (construct II) as above, or indeed from
different promoters as separate transcripts. Here the

35 phage(mid) vector encodes and displays both chains. For a

combinatorial library of 10^ heavy chains and 10^ light
chains, the potential diversity of displayed Fab fragments
(10") is limited by the transfection efficiency of bacterial
cells by the vector (about 10^ clones per pg cut and ligated

40 plasmid at best) (W.J. Dower et al Nucl. Acids. Res. 16 6127-

6145, 1988). Libraries thus prepared are analogous to the
random combinatorial library method described by Huse, W.D.

et al Science 246 1275-1281 (1989), but have the important
additional featiire that display on the surface of phage gives

45 a powerful method of selecting antibody specificities from the
large number of clones generated.

Alternatively, libraries of heavy and light chains
could be cloned into different vectors for expression in the
same cell, with a phage vector encoding the g3p fusion and a

50 phagemid encoding the soluble chain. The phage acts as a

helper, and the infected bacteria produced both packaged phage
and phagemid. Each phage or phagemid displays both chains but

encodes only one chain and thus only the genetic information
for half of the antigen-binding site. However, the genes for
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both antibody chains can be recovered separately by plating

ofthnkTeJive medium, suggesting a means ^ "Jif^^^f
comolementary pairs of antigen binding heavy and light chain

Sbi^SoS^lould be selected from '^a^^'" ^^^^f^Fj^i
S SteaSS! For example, a light chain repertoire on fd phage

ciSfbrused ^o^nSct cells harbouring a library of soluble

Savy chains on the phagemid. The affinity purified Phagenad

iSSrF^d then be uSed to infect E.coli, rescued with the

SiS^ purified phage library, and the ^^^^^^^^''^^
10 library subjected to a further round of selection. Thus

aSSSdy hea^J and light chain genes are reshuffled after each

^mS If purification. Finally, after several founds,

SScted bacteria could be plated and screened individually

JSr S?ig^2SSiSg phage: Such
't^^^' ^

15 libraries are potentially more diverse tiian ^°^^^f^PR^ff°^
a s^Mle vector. By combining separate libraries of 10 light

SlSi iL^(^d)s, the diversity of displayed Fab fragments

5oSSi?^ly 10") is limited only by the number of bacteria

f lO^^eriitre). More simply, the use of two vectors should

20 iiso f?JiSSe the^^tructiono ^^"5i?fl
S wliS a fixed heavy or light chain is paired with a Ixbrary

S partners (example 22), offering a means of 'fine-tuning

antibody affinity and specificity.
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1. A method of producing multimeric specific binding

pair (sbp) members, which method comprises eacpressing

5 from a vector in recombinant host organism cells a

population of a first polypeptide chain of a specific

binding pair member fused to a component of a secreted

replicable genetic display package (rgdp) which thereby

displays said polypeptide chains at the surface of rgdps,

10 and combining said population with a population of a

second polypeptide chain of said specific binding pair

member by 'causing or allowing first and second

polypeptide chains to come together to form a library of

said multimeric specific binding pair members displayed

15 by rgdps, said population of second polypeptide chains

not being expressed from the same vector as said

population of first polypeptide chains, at least one of

said populations being genetically diverse and expressed

from nucleic acid that is capable of being packaged using

20 said rgdp component, whereby the genetic material of each

said rgdp encodes a polypeptide chain of a said

genetically diverse population.

2. A method according to claim 1 wherein at least one

25 of said populations is expressed from a phage vector.
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3. A method according to claim 1 or claim 2 wherein

at least one of said populations is expressed from a

phagemid vector, the method including using a helper

phage or a plasmid expressing complementing phage genes,

5 to help package said phagemid genome, and said component

of the rgdp is a capsid protein therefore.

4. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3

wherein first and second polypeptide chains are expressed

10 in the same host organism cell.

5. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims wherein each said polypeptide chain is expressed

from nucleic acid which is capable of being packaged as a

15 rgdp usdLng said component fusion product, whereby

encoding nucleic acid for both said polypeptide chains is

packaged in respective rgdps.

6. A method according to any one of the preceding

20 claims which comprises introducing vectors capable of

expressing a population of said first polypeptide chains

into host organisms which express a population of said

second polypeptide chains in free form, or introducing

vectors capable of expressing a population of said second

25 polypeptide chains in free form into host organisms which

express a population of said first polypeptide chains.
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10

7. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 5

wherein said second polypeptide chains are each expressed

as a fusion with a component of a rgdp which thereby

displays said second polypeptide chains at the surface of

rgdps.

8. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3

wherein the population of second polypeptide chains is

not expressed in the same host organism cells as the

population of first polypeptide chains, the method

comprising the following additional steps:

(a) forming an extracellular mixture of a

population of soluble second polypeptide chains and rgdps

displaying a population of first polypeptide chains; and

(b) causing or allowing first and second

polypeptide chains to come together to form the library

of said multimeric specific binding pair members.

9. A method according to claim 8 wherein said mixture

is partially denatured before being renatured to cause or

allow said first and second polypeptide chains to come

together to form said library.

25 10- A method according to claim 9 wherein the

population of second polypeptide chains comprises a

15

20

oi loe-rm rrc CWFFT
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repertoire of polypeptides purified from a human or

animal source.

11. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 10

5 wherein any of the populations of said polypeptide chains

is derived from:

(i) the repertoire of rearranged

immunoglobulin genes of an animal immunised with,

complementary sbp member;

10 (ii) the repertoire of rearranged

immunoglobulin genes of an animal not immunised with

complementary sbp member;

(iii) a repertoire of an artificially rearranged

immunoglobulin gene or genes;

15 (iv) a repertoire of an immunoglobulin

homolog gene or genes; or

(v) a repertoire of sequences derived

from a germ-line immunoglobulin gene or genes;

(vi) a repertoire of an immunoglobulin

20 gene or genes artificially mutated by the introduction of

one or more point mutations*

(vii) a mixture of any of (i), (ii),

(iii), (iv), (V) and (vi).

25 12. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims wherein said sbp member comprises a domain which
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is^ or is homologoiis to, an immunoglobulin domain.

13. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims wherein the rgdp is a bacteriophage, the host is a

5 bacterium, and said component of the rgdp is a capsid

protein for the bacteriophage.

14. A method according to claim 13 wherein the phage

is a filamentous phage.

10

15. A method according to claim 14 wherein the phage

is selecteii from the class I phages fd, M13, tl, Ifl,

Ike, ZJ/Z, Ff and the class II phages Xf, Pfl and Pf3.

15 16. A method according to claim 14 or claim 15 wherein

the first polypeptide chains are expressed as fusions

with the gene III capsid protein of phage fd or its

counterpart in another filamentous phage.

20 17. A method according to claim 16 wherein the first

polypeptide chains are each inserted in the N-terminal

region of the mature capsid protein downstream of a

secretory leader peptide.

25 18. A method according to any one of claims 13 to 17

wherein the host is E.coli.

IQnpQTmiTtr CUCCT
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19. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims wherein nucleic acid encoding an sbp member

polypeptide is linked downstream to a viral capsid

protein through a suppressible translational stop codon.

5

20. A method according to any one of the preceding

claims wherein rgdps formed by said expression are

selected or screened to provide an individual sbp member

or a mixed population of said sbp members associated in

10 their respective rgdps with nucleic acid encoding a

polypeptide chain thereof.

21. A method according to claim 20 wherein the rgdps

are selected by affinity with a member complementary to

15 said sbp member.

22. A method according to claim 21 which comprises

recovering any rgdps bound to said complementary sbp

member by washing with an eluant.

20

23. A method according to claim 22 wherein the eluant

contains a molecule which compete with said rgdp for

binding to the complementary sbp member.

25 24. A method according to any one of claims 21 to 23

wherein the rgdp is applied to said complementary sbp

r*f ir»oTf-rf t-rc CUCCT
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member in the presence o£ a molecule which competes with

said package for binding to said complementary sbp

member.

25. A method according to any one of claims 20 to 24

wherein nucleic acid derived from a selected or screened

rgdp is used to express said sbp member or a fragment or

derivative thereof in a recombinant host organism.

26. A method according to claim 20 wherein nucleic

acid from one or more rgdp's is taken and used in a

further method to obtain an individual sbp member or a

mixed population of sbp members, or polypeptide chain

components thereof, or encoding nucleic acid therefor.

27. A method according to claim 26 wherein the nucleic

acid taken encodes said first polypeptide chains and is

introduced into a recombinant vector into which nucleic

acid from a genetically diverse repertoire of nucleic

20 acid encoding said second polypeptide chains is also

introduced, or wherein the nucleic acid taken encodes

said second polypeptide chains and is introduced into a

recombinant vector into which nucleic acid from a

genetically diverse repertoire of nucleic acid encoding

25 said first polypeptide chains is also introduced.
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28. A method according to claim 27 which includes the

step of causing or allowing the recombinant vector to be

produced by intracellular recombination between a vector

comprising nucleic acid encoding first polypeptide chain

and a vector comprising nucleic acid encoding a second

polypeptide chain.

29. A method according to claim 28 wherein the

intracellular recombination is promoted by inclusion in

10 the vectors of sequences at which site-specific

recombination will occur.

30. A method according to claim 29 wherein said

resultant recombinant vector comprises nucleic acid

15 encoding a single chain Fv region derivative of an

immunoglobulin resulting from recombination between first

and second vectors.

31. A method according to claim 29 or 30 wherein the

20 sequences at which site-specific recombination will occur

are loxP sequences obtainable from coliphage Pl^ and

site-specific recombination is catalysed by Cre-

recombinase, also obtainable from coliphage PI.

25 32. A method according to claim 31 wherein the Cre-

recombinase used is expressible under the control of a

V

if

5
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regulatable promoter.

33. A method according to any one of claims 28 to 32

wherein the vector comprising nucleic acid encoding the

5 first polypeptide chain is a phage or phagemid and the

,

vector comprising nucleic acid encoding the second

polypeptide chain is a plasmid, or the vector comprising

nucleic acid encoding the first polypeptide chain is a

plasmid and the vector comprising nucleic acid encoding

10 the second polypeptide chain is a phage or phagemid, and

the intracellular recombination takes place in a

bacterial host which replicates plasmids preferentially

over phages or phagemids, or which replicates phages or

phagemids preferentially over plasmids.

15

34. A method according to claim 33 wherein said

bacterial host is a strain of E.coli or of another

grain-negative bacterium.

20 35. A method of producing multimeric specific binding

pair (sbp) members, which method comprises

(i) causing or allowing intracellular

recombination between (a) first vectors comprising

nucleic acid encoding a population of a fusion of a first

25 polypeptide chain of a specific binding pair member and a

component of a secreted replicable genetic display
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package (rgdp) and (b) second vectors comprising nucleic

acid encoding a population of a second polypeptide chain

of a specific binding pair member^ at least one of said

populations being genetically diverse, the recombination

5 resulting in recombinant vectors each of which comprises

nucleic acid encoding a said polypeptide fusion and a

said second polypeptide chain and capable of being

packaged using said rgdp component; and

(ii) expressing said polypeptide fusions and

10 said second polypeptide chains, producing rgdps which

display at their surface said first and second

polypeptide chains and which each comprise nucleic acid

encoding a said first polypeptide chain and a said second

polypeptide chain*

15

20

36. A method according to claim 35 wherein the

intracellular recombination is promoted by inclusion in

the vectors of sequences at which site-specific

recombination will occur.

37. A method according to claim 36 wherein said

resultant recombinant vector comprises nucleic acid

encoding a single chain Fv region derivative of an

immunoglobulin resulting from recombination between first

25 and second vectors.
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38. A method according to claim 36 or claim 37

wherein the sequences at which site-specific

recombination will occur are loxP sequences obtainable

from coliphage Pi, and site-specific recombination is

5 catalysed by Cre-recombinase, also obtainable from

coliphage PI.

39. A method according to claim 38 wherein the Cre-

recombinase used is expressible under the control of a

10 regulatable promoter.

40. A mfethod according to any one of claims 35 to 39

wherein the first vectors are phages or phagemids and the

second vectors are plasmids, or the first vectors are

15 plasmids and the second vectors are phages or phagemids,

and the intracellular recombination takes place in a

bacterial host which replicates plasmids preferentially

over phages or phagemids, or which replicates phages or

phagemids preferentially over plasmids.

20

41. A method according to claim 39 wherein said

bacterial host is a PQlA strain of E.coli or of another

grain-negative bacterium.

25 42. A method according to any one of claims 35 to 41

wherein nucleic acid from one or more rgdp's is taken and
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used in a further method to obtain an individual sbp

member or a mixed population of sbp members, or

polypeptide chain components thereof, or encoding nucleic

acid therefor.

5

43. A method of producing one or a selected population

of multichain polypeptide members of a specific binding

pair (sbp members) specific for a counterpart specific

binding pair member of interest, which method comprises

10 the following steps:

(i) expressing from a vector in recombinant host

organism cells a genetically diverse population of a

first polypeptide chain of said multichain protein, fused

to a component of a replicable genetic display package

15 (rgdp) which thereby displays said polypeptide chains at

the surface of rgdps;

(ii) combining said population with a unique or

restricted population of second polypeptide chains of

said multichain sbp members, not being expressed from the

20 same vector as said population of first polypeptide

chains, said combining forming a library of said

multichain sbp members displayed by rgdps, said

genetically diverse population being expressed from

nucleic acid which is capable of being packaged using

25 said rgdp component, whereby the genetic material of each

said rgdp encodes a said first polypeptide chain;
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(iii) selecting by affinity with said counterpart sbp

member of interest multichain sbp members specific for

said counterpart sbp member associated in their

respective rgdps with nucleic acid encoding a said first

5 polypeptide chain thereof;

(iv) combining said first polypeptide chains of

niultichain sbp members selected in step (iii) with a

genetically diverse population of second polypeptide

of multichain sbp members, the said second

10 polypeptide chains being fused to a component of a rgdp

which thereby displays them at the surface of rgdps, the

said combining in this step (iv) forming a library of

multichain sbp members from which one or more multichain

sbp members specific for said counterpart sbp member are

15 selectable by affinity with it.

44. A method according to claim 43 wherein said

multicdiain sbp members are antibodies, or other members

of the immunoglobulin family, or binding fragments

20 thereof.

45. A method according to claim 44 wherein each of

said second chains combined in step (ii) comprise a

variable domain derived from a non-human animal antibody

25 specific for the antigen of interest.
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46* A method according to claim 45 wherein said second

polypeptide chains are chimaeric^ comprising a hximan

antibody domain.

5 47. A method according to claim 46 wherein said htiman

antibody domain comprises Cyl.

48. A method according to any one of claims 44 to 47

comprising an additional step (v) wherein humanised

10 antibodies for said antigen are selected by affinity with

it.

49. A kit for use in carrying out a method according

to any one of claims 1-48, said kit having the following

15 components in additional to ancillary components required

for carrying out the method:

(i) a vector having the following features:

(a) an origin of replication for single-stranded

bacteriophage, (b) a restriction site for insertion of

20 nucleic acid encoding or a polypeptide component of an

sbp member, (c) said restriction site being in the 5' end

region of the mature coding sequence of a phage capsid

protein, and (d) with a secretory leader sequence

upstream of said site which directs a fusion of the

25 capsid protein and sbp polypeptide to the periplasmic

space of a bacterial host; and (ii) another vector.
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having some or all of the features (a), (b), (c) and (d)

of the vector descri±)ed in (i).

50. A kit for use in carrying out a method according

5 to any one of claims 36 to 41 having the following

components in addition to ancillary components required

for carrying out the method:

(i) a first vector having the following features:

(a) a arestriction site for insertion of nucleic acid

10 encoding or a polypeptide component of an sbp member, (b)

said restriction site being in the 5' end region of the

mature coding sequence of a phage capsid protein, and (c)

with a secretory leader sequence upstream of said site

which directs a fusion of the capsid protein and sbp

15 polypeptide to the periplasmic space of a bacterial host;

and

(ii) a second vector having a restriction site for

insertion of nucleic acid encoding a second said

polypeptide chain,

20 (iii) at least one of the vectors having an origin of

replication for single-stranded bacteriophage, and

(iv) the vectors having sequences at which site-

specific recombination will occur.
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